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In this Issue:
System45 is Hewlett-Packard's
mostpowerful
deskopcomputer-thetopoftheline.Born
in 1977as System45A,it givesengineers
andscientists
a singlecompactunitthatcontains
problems.lt has an interall the elementsneededto solvecomplexdesignand analytical
a lineprinter,and
activekeyboard,
a largememory,a graphicdisplay,two fastprocessors,
suchas discdrivesand plotters
tapedrives.Standard
computerperipherals
dualmagnetic
are needed.
can be addedif theircapabilities
System45C,addscolorto the displayand
The latestversionof thispowerfulcomputer,
putsa lightpenin the user'shandto makeit easyto pickoutandmoveelements
of thedisplayedpicture.Ownersof older System45 modelscan havethese new capabilities,too, sinceupgradekits are
available.With color, a wide range of new problemscan be addressed.ln mechanicaldesign,for example,
high-speedperformanceof a machinecan be simulated,with differentcolors showing degrees of stress or
various modes and frequenciesof vibration.Manufacturingprocessescan be modeled,with color showing
operationalstatus and problemareas.An engineercan use the color displayto visualizeradio wave patterns
aroundantennas,and a meteorologistcan studyweatherpatternsand the dispersionof pollutantsor acid rain.In
motion-pictureproduction,a color graphicscomputerlike System45C can serve as an electronicstoryboard,
simulatingcomplex animation and special effects before any film is shot. We've chosen to illustratethis
applicationon our cover,and we thank Lucasfilm,Ltd. for the backgroundshot.
AlthoughSystem45C'sdisplayis similarto a colortelevisionpicturetube,addingcolorwasn'ta simplematter
of exchanginga black-and-whitetube for a color tube. A highly stable color convergencesystem had to be
designedso that colors would remain clear and sharp acrossthe entire display.A new approachto coloring
areas provides 4913 distinct shades. Thirty-fivenew and enhanced graphics commands and optional 3-D
graphicsutilityprogramsmake all of the advancedcolor and light pen capabilitiesreadilyaccessibleeven to
programmerswho haven'thad a lot of experience.Perhapsthe mostlormidabledesignchallengewas addinga
ligfttpen to a raster-scandisplay,a featthat was widelythoughtto be impractical.The scanningbeam remainsat
the same verticallevelon the screenfor quitea while,so the verticalpositionof the lightpen is easyto establish.
The horizontalpositionis much harderto establish,sincethe beam scanspastthe pen very swiftlyand the pen's
light-detection
sensitivityis differentfor differentcolors.Howthese designchallengeswere met is detailedin the
articlesin this issue. Readingthese articles,you'll see why the System 45C display unit has about the same
electroniccomplexityas the rest of the computer.
Decemberis our annualindexissue.You'llfind our 1980indexin the centerof this issue,whereit's easyto
remove in case you want to file it separately.
-R. P. Dolan
Editor,RichardP. Dolan. AssociateEditor,KennethA. Shaw. Art Director,Photographer,Arvid A. Danielson
lllustrator,Nancy S. Vanderbloom. AdministrativeServices,Typography,Anne S. LoPresti. EuropeanProductionManager,Dick Leeksma
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Color EnhancesGomputerGraphics
System
The addition of a color CRT, extensivegraphics control
slafemenls and faster vector generation to a desktop
computer provides a comprehensivegraphics system for
the display and interpretationof complex data.
by John B. Frost and William L. Hale
YSTEM +SC of Hewlett-Packard'sgB00 Series of
desktop computers, also known as Model 9s4SC,
is a completely integrated color-graphicscomputer
system. It features a high-quality color display, a 98457
mainframe with dual tape transports, l87K-byte read/
write memory, and a high-speedthermal line printer. New
extendedBASlC-languagestatementsin 4BK bytes of ROM
provide easy access to the graphics capabilities of the
color CRT.
User interaction is simplified through the use of a light
pen to track a CRT cursor and to pick out and place objects
on the display screen. User-defined softkeys (Fig. 1) are
located on the display module below the CRT and their
definitions can be dynamically displayed on the bottom
portion of the CRT to help the user interact effectively with
the graphics system.
System Design
Developmentof the System sC (Fig. 2) was heavily influenced by 9845A/Bcustomersusing the optional graphics
capability. Strong interest in the performanceof the CRT
display indicated a need for greater information density
and fasterdisplay rates.Even more important was the need

Fig, 1. Eightsoftkeysare Iocatedon the bezelbelow the color
CRT. The current label for each softkey can be displayed on
the CRT immediately above the key.

for maintaining an evolutionary growth path-allowing the
portability of existing programs and data and providing
interchangeabilitybetween the detachabledisplays of the
System 45 Desktop Computers.l
An emerging demand for color graphics directed the definition of the System45C. Of two reasonablypriced color
display technologies,beam penetration and shadow mask,
the beam penetration technique provides better resolution
but an insufficient spectrumof colors.Raster-scanned
CRTs
are more compact and provide resolution compatible with
t h e i n t e r n a l S O O - d o t - p e r - l i n teh e r m a l p r i n t e r . H i g h performancecolor CRTsare becoming available as derivatives of high-volume, low-cost TV receiver tubes. While
these shadow-maskCRTsare electromagneticallyscanned
and favor raster techniques,they can provide bright, crisp
lines, pure, uniform shades,and alphanumerictext within a
physical space consistentwith the System 45.
Four major goals guided the design toward a more versatile and conversationalgraphics system:
r Develop explicit BASlC-compatible statementsto support the new color and performancefeatures
r Increasethe display writing rate or vector generationrate
r Maintain display interchangeability
r Improve the psychological aspect of user interaction
with the graphics display.
Languagedevelopment concenhatedon the coupling of
the natural relationships between pictures and actions
using a vocabulary derived from existing BASIC graphics
statements and taking advantage of increased vector drawing rates.For example,a rectangleis a common geometric
figure used in applicationsinvolving representationsofbar
charts. Replacing a seriesof four plot statements,the new
statement RECTANGLBsignificantly increases execution
speed and simplifies programming. An even more general
form of n-sided figures is provided by the POLYGONstatement. Furthermore,the image of a colored area or surface
bounded by such figures is viewed as a natural extension
of these geometric forms. Selection of the color in such
polygonal areas is made available with a single BASIC
statement and minor additions to the previous 9845 vector generation scheme.2
Considerableemphasis was placed on significantly increasingthe vector generationrate.This not only fulfills the
need to transform vector end points into picture elements
(pixels) quickly, but also provides the many additional vectors required to generate displayed surfaces within a
DECEI\,4BER
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reasonabletime. These strong influences led us to change
spatial objects (Fig. s).
Thirty-nine convergence potentiometers are provided
the existing ROM-basedpixel-conversionalgorithm into a
hardware scheme using conventional bit-slice microbehind an accessdoor to the right of the display. An easyprocessorcomponents.Thus the graphics firmware in the
to-use, quick-to-do, firmware-assistedprocessenablesthe
System45A becomesa standardhardware processorin the
user to make stableadjustmentsof these controls for nearperfect color convergenceover the entire CRT viewing area.
System45C.
Display interchangeabilityreducesthe customer investGraphics Language
ment required to upgrade existing gB45Computers.It also
Iowered the development cost and shortenedthe developSimple statementsgive the user control of the colors and
shapesused in the display. Two color models-cubical and
ment schedulefor the System45C. Becausethe display is
cylindrical-are availablefor easyspecificationof a desired
modular, tooling, electronics,and firmware development
efforts were incremental investments and benefitted from
color using the AREA INTENSITYand AREA COLORstatet h e w e l l - e s t a b l i s h e d e l e c t r i c a l / m e c h a n i c a li n t e r f a c e
ments, respectively. Commonly used shapes are plotted
and computer operating system of the 9845A/B.
and potycoN statements.
easily by using the RECTANGLE
The plotting of more comUser interaction is a goal
plex shapescan be simplified
achieved partially by the incorporation of two display
by using the MAT PLOT,MAT
input devices-the softkeys
RPLOTANd MAT IPLOT StAtEments with the X-Y coordiand the light pen-and parnate data for each point in
tially by a set of unified
graphics input statements.
a shape stored in an array.
With these controls providAll shapescan be shaded ining a direct method of pointside with a previously selected color by adding the
ing to or selecting one of
FILL command to the shape
many displayed objects
(either characters, symbols,
statement.
Other commands allow the
or other illuminated areas),
user to specify desired
the foundation of a more
graphics input and/or output
natural man-machine interface is established.Compledevices for the system, define
and label the softkey funcmenting these devices and
mergedwithin the additional
tions, track the movement of
graphics firmware is the secthe cursor on an input device
ond ingredient for interby marking its relative posiaction-a means of transtion on an output device, and
lating the meaning of hand/
select the color assigned to
eye movements to control
each of the three display
ffiffi5
within the user's program.
memory planes.
FffiIffiHlf
ffitil
For example,if an illuminated
pixel within the 560x455
pixel display is singularly
Acknowledgments
Special recognition to
identified by pointing to it
with the light pen and crossColin Cantwell for his lucid
hair cursor. the CURSOR
and valuable contributions to
statement returns the crossthe user interface,areafill alhair coordinates in usergorithms, and the integration
defined units to a designated
of key resources within the
Fig.2. The System 45C is an integrated computer graphics
BASIC program variable.
graphics firmware. Special
system with a high-resolution color display, thermal printer,
recognition is also paid to
two
tape cartridge drives, light pen, high-performance llO,
Color Display
Dick Barney for his leadership
and mass storage capability.
The color display module
and direction in establishing
is self contained and has its
the project definition and to
own power supply. This design enablesolder 9845 ComWarren Pratt for his superior technical direction of the
puters to be easily upgradedto have color graphicscapabilhardware and design of the video deflection and conity. The CRT has sharpfocus, good contrast,and rich, crisp,
vergencecircuits.
clear colors. The high-resolution display area (560 by a55
pixels) is highly visible in ambient lighting. Eight colorsare
available for the alphanumeric display and an extensive
References
range of colors (4,913 "eye-averaged"shades)is available
1. W.D. Eadsand J.M. Walden,"A Highly IntegratedDesktop
for graphics images.This range of colors can be used very
ComputerSystem,"Hewlett-Packard
Journal,April 1978.
effectively to color areaswithin a variety of shapesto high2. J.C.Keith,L.T.Schulte,andA.K.Vogen,"System45 Hardware
light subtle variations of complex data or to give form to
Design,"Hewlett-Packard
fournal,April 1978,p 19.
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Fig. 3. Some of the colors and
shapes that are easily obtained on
the color dtsplay are shown at the
left. Here a complex function is
presented in three dimensions
using hexagonal prisms whose
height is emphasizedby the useof
color.
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TheSystem45GUser'sFirmwarelnterface
by RobertA. Jewett and RobertW. Fredrickson
HE FIRMWARE ENHANCEMENTS in the System
45C are designed to give the user an easy interface
to the new capabilities provided by the color display. These enhancementsare primarily made to the existing graphicslanguage(a part of 9a+5enhancedBASIC)and
are given to the user in the form of extensionsto that language. These extensions are grouped in two major areas:
graphical input and color/areafill.
Graphical Input
On previous 9845 Computers,input and output devices
are treatedthe same.That is, one can digitize from a plotter
or plot to a digitizer. In the System45C the input and output
functions are separated.Although users can still digitize
from a plotter or plot to a digitizer, they must explicitly
declarethese devicesto be input or output. Expanding on
the form of the earlier output declaration (PLOTTERIS
"(identifier)") the System 45C has added a similar input
declarative (parametersenclosedby [] are optional):
INPUTIS [sebctcode[,busaddress],
GRAPHICS
] " (identifier)"
The current input identifier strings can be LIGHT PEN,
ARROWKEYS,DIGITIZER
or HPGL.For example:
INPUTIS "LIGHTPEN''
GRAPHICS
Thus, when graphical input is required by the system
(e.g.,read the cursor position (CURSOR
X,Y))the coordinate
data is retrieved from the current active input device.Both
output devices and graphic input devices can be made
active or inactive:
INPUT(selectcode)IS ON
GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS INPUT (select code) IS OFF

Although most of the graphics statementsare dedicated
to output devicesor input devices,severalof the statements
can be applied to both types of devices.In these casesthe
same statement is retained for the newly defined inpuU
output device. For example, the SCALEstatementdefines
the user units for a device and can be logically applied to
either an input or output device. Therefore, the SCALE
statement applies to all active devices, be they input or
output. This sharing of statementsprovides the user with a
non-confusing limited set of graphical statements.In the
caseof statementsintended solely for input or ouput, only
the device type to which the statementapplies is used. For
example, when DRAWX,Y is executed,only current active
output devices are sent the X-Y coordinate data to draw a
line. Any active input device is not sent the data.
In addition to the input statementsof earlier 9845 Computers, the System45C adds a few new input statementsto
provide the user with added flexibility and increasedcapability. The first of these is the ability to couple an output
6 Hewlen-pecrAFDJouRNAtDEcEt\,4BER
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device to an input device and follow the movement of the
input device'scursor by observingthe resulting movement
of an output device's marker. This capability is termed
tracking and is invoked by the statement:
TRACK(outputselectcode)IS ON
Once this statementis executed,the system,at the end of
eachexecutedBASIC programline, readsthe Iocation ofthe
input device's cursot (CURSOR
X,Y) and places the output
device's marker at the same location IPOINTERX,Yl. This
tracking link is valid although the two devices may have
different SCALEfactors.This gives the userfull flexibility to
expand, shrink or invert the input device's cursor movements as they are tracked by an output device.
This hacking occurs as long as the BASIC program is
executing or until tracking is turned off:
TRACK(outputselectcode)IS OFF
This link of an input device to an output device has
several uses. One of the most common is that of menu
selection from a digitizer. The menu can be displayed on
the graphics CRT and the input device (say a 98744 Digitizer) linked to this graphics output device by the TRACK
statement.When the user moves the digitizer's cursor (the
9874A's puck), immediate visual feedbackis provided by
the position of the marker on the CRT. Thus, the user can
quickly locate a position on the digitizer's platen.
Another new featureofthe System45Cgraphicssystemis
the ability to interrupt normal program flow from an input
device.Most input deviceshavesomesort of button that can
be used to provide an interrupt similar to that provided by
the specialfunction keys located on the system'skeyboard
(ON KEY# GOTO... etc.). The graphics input device's buttons are linked into this svstem bv the statements:
ON GKEYGOTO(programelement)
ON GKEYGOSUB(programelement)
ON GKEYCALL (programelement)
OFFGKEY
As with the ON KEY# statement,a priority can be included in the ON GKEYstatement to provide a priority
interrupt scheme.Thus, the user has full interactive capability from an input device. For example, the simple program below allows the user to digitize points with the light
pen and immediately draw the correspondingvector from
the previous digitized point:
1 0 GRAPHICS INPUT IS
! Define input device
..LIGHT PEN"
2 0 POINTER50,50
I Light pen cursor on screen
30 PLOTTERIS "GRAPHICS'' ! Define output device
40 ON GKEY GOSUB
! Enable interrupts
Get-point

50 GOTO 50
60!
70 Get--Point: DIGITIZE X,Y
80
DRAW X,Y
RETURN
90

Wait for interrupts
Read digitized point
Draw to digitized poinl
Return to wait loop

Note that the DIGITIZE statement in line 70 will not cause
the program to pause since a point has already been digitized by pressing the light pen button to activate the ON
GKEY branch. A much more exotic program can be envisioned that allows both Mo\E and DRAW operations or
places the coordinate data into a data base or allows additional menu selections.
Output device and input device statements are not device
dependent. Thus, once a program is written and running
properly, the user may change the input device by simply
changing the GRAPHICSINPUT IS declarative. For example,
in the program above, line 10 can be changed to GRAPHICS
INPUT IS "DIGITIZER" and, when the program is run again,
all the X-Y coordinate data will be read from the 98744
digitizer. This unified graphics language provides easy
transportability from one system configuration to another.

Color/AreaFill
Coloris specified
on theSystema5Cby usingoneof two
geometric color models. These models give users an easy
way to visualize color space and specify a color within that
space. The standard CIE (Commission Internationale de
I'Eclairage) specifications could have been used, with the
user providing three tristimulus values for the desired
color. However, the visible color range is device dependent
(actually CRT phosphor dependent), and the CIE coordinates are not as easy to remember or visualize as those from
the geometric models. A numeric specification (as opposed
to a word specification such as "red") is used to provide a
mapping from a geometric model to the capabilities of the
display.
On the System 45C the user may declare an area-fill color
from either of the two models. The two models provide an
equal number (4913*) of colors and it is merely a user
convenience to have the option of picking a color from the
model that the user understands better or best fits the user's
application. Once a color is selected, the firmware generates the proper pixel patterns for the display, relieving the
user of this task. Since the parameters are specified by
numeric values, the user can easily make small adjustments
to a chosen color until the desired result is attained.
One of tlie models is the color cube, which has as its three
axes the three primary additive colors: red, green and blue
(see Fig. 1). The user specifies a color in this model by
providing a point in cubic space, which gives a red, green
and blue intensity on an increasing intensity scale from
* The numberof possiblecolorsfor lines,characiers,and area fill is determinedby the
geometricdeslgnoi the pixe-a singlep ctureelement.Each plxel is composedof three
phosphor dots-red, blue, and green atranged in a triangular pattern. Eight basic
colors red, blue, green,magenta,cyan, yellow whiteand black are possiblefor each
p l x e l d, e p e n d i n g o n w h i cphh o s p h o r d o t s a r e t u r noendo r o f f B e c a u s ei n e s a n dc h a r a c t e r s
are composedof arrangements
of singlepixels,linesand textcan only be shownin these
eight basrccolors.
l h e c o l o r s f o r a r e a f ia
l l r e t h e r e s u l t oaf r r a n g i n g t h e p i x e n
l s4 x 4 a r r a y s . T h e i n t e n s i t y o l
each phosphorcolor is determinedby how manyof the 16 dots in the arrayare turnedon.
Hence,thereare 17 discretearea-fillintensityvalues10reach phosphorcolor-the sevenleenthis whenall dotsare turnedofl.Thus,the lotalnumberof colorarea-fillcombinationsis
17 cubed = 4913. See Fig. I on page 31 for an illustration
of this plxelarray pattern.

zero through one. The BASIC statementthus has three
parameters:
AREA INTENSITY ( r e d v a l u e ) , ( g r e e n v a l u e ) , ( b l u e v a l u e )
For example:
AREA INTENSITY,75, .75, O
specifies a yellow (red plus green) of three-fourths intensity. The eight basic colors are specified as follows:
White
....
Red
,.. .
Yellow .. ..
Green .. ..
....
Cyan
Blue
.. ..
Magenta. . ..
BIACK, . . .

AREAINTENSITY1,1,1
A R E A I N T E N S I T Y1 . 0 . 0
A R E A I N T E N S I T Y1 , 1 . 0
AREAINTENSITYO,l,O
AREAINTENSITY0,l,l
AREAINTENSITY0,0,l
AREAINTENSITY1,0,1
A R E A I N T E N S I TO
Y. O . O

The other method of color declaration uses the color cylinder model, which allows the user to declare colors by
specifying the three HSL parameters: hue, saturation and
Iuminosity (see Fig. 2). Hue is the angular measurement
(the primary colors are red:O, green:1/3 and blue:2/3),
saturation is the radial measurement, which specifies the
extent to which the hue appears to be mixed with white, and
luminosity is the height measurement, which specifies the
intensity per unit area. The three parameters range from
zero through one and specify a point in cylindrical threespace. The BASIC statement has three parameters:
AREA COLOR (hue), (saturation), (luminosity)
For example:
AREA COLOR713,7,.75
specifies a green (hue : 1/3) that is fully saturated (1 : no
white) with three-fourths luminosity. The eight basic colors
in this model are specified as follows (X implies the value
does not matter):
White
....
Red
....
Yellow ....
Green
....
Cyan
....
Blue
.. ..
Magenta. . . .
Black
....

AREA col,oRX.o.l
AREACoLoRo,l,l
AREACOLORl/6.1.1
AREA COLOR2/6.1.1
AREA COLOR3/6,1,1
AREACOLOR4/6.1.1
AREA COLOR5/6,1,1
AREA coloRX.x.o

Several factors were involved in the selection of these two
color models. The color cube was selected on the basis of its
one-to-one mapping with the display hardware and the
existing base of users who are familiar with this model. The
HSL cylinder model was selected over other HSL models
because the three cylindrical parameters are independent
(allowing the full 0 to 1 range regardless of positioning on
the model), cylindrical coordinates are easy for the novice
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Fig.1. Colorcube model. Area-ftll colorscan be spectfied by
selectinga point within this unit cube. The three coordinates
for the point indicate the fractionsof red, blue, and green
required for the specified color.
user to visualize and the model contains no discontinuities
(this allows straight-line interpolation of shading values).
Once a color is selected there are several means by which
the user may fill or color an area. The syntax for this requires
the addition of the declarative FILL to the end of the new
polygon drawing statements.
Rectongles can be drawn by specifying in current user

Fig,2, Colorcylindermodel.AreaJillcolorscan be specified
by selectinga point within this unit cyltnder.The angle indicates the combinationof red, blue, and green required,the
radius specifiesthe amount of white, and the height corresponds to the luminosity.
units the widths and heights from the current pen position.
These rectangles can be rotated by an arbitrary angle
specified by a separate statement (PDIR, for plot direction
angle). These rectangles can be filled with the color
specified by the last AREA INTENSITY or AREA COLOR
statement. For example:

Fig. 3. (a) Circledrawnand filledby the POLYGON
15,FILLstatementusing the default valueof 60
sidesfor thepolygon (b) Pentagondrawnand filledby the PjLYG)N 10,5,FILLstatement.(c) Arc
10, 360,122 statement.(d) When the FILLdeclarativeis added to the
drawn by the POLYGON
statementin (c), the shapesshown are obtainedfor the two cases wherethe pen is up or down
prior to execution. TheareaJill algorithm connectsthe firstand last pointsof a line to fill in an area.
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10,2O,FILL
RECTANGLE
fills a 10 by 20 rectanglewith the current specified color.
Regulor po.lygons(equal-length sides) can be similarly
drawn and filled. For example:
POLYGON1s.FILL
fills a circle (60-sidedpolygon) with a radius 15 user units
from the current pen position (Fig. 3a).The number of sides
of the polygon can be changed from the default value of
sixty. For example:

polygon's vectors with each raster scan line in ascending
order (left to right) and then fills from each odd-numbered
intersection on the scan line to the following evennumberedone.The processthen movesto the next scanline
and repeatsthe intersection calculation. This provides an
easy and quick means of filling areas.For example, if the
two column array B is dimensioned to have four rows and
the values stored in B are:
10
10
20
20

POLYGON1O,5,FILL
fills a five-sided polygon where eachvertex of the polygon
is 10 user units from the current pen position (Fig. 3b)'
Further, a portion of the number of sides of the polygon
can be specified. For example:
POLYGON70.360.722
draws a L22-degreearc (122 sides of a 360-sidedpolygon
(Fig. 3c)).This arc can be filled (Fig. 3d) by adding FILL to
the end of the statement.Note that two different fill results
are possibledepending on the stateof the pen (up or down)
before executing the statement.The position of the first
vertex of the polygon can be rotated through any angle by
specifying a plot direction angle (PDIR).
Irregulor polygons are specified by placing the coordinates of the vertices in an array and using the matrix plotting facilities of the System45C. This data is organized in
the array by columns, with the first column containing the
X coordinatesand the secondcolumn the Y coordinates.An
optional third column contains pen control information.
Again, the polygon can be filled by adding the FILLparameter to the end of the statements.For example:
MAT PLOTA,FILL
fills the polygon describedby the coordinateverticesstored
in the array A. Incrementally defined polygons can be
drawn or filled by the MAT IPLOT and MAT RPLoT statements, which use the 9845 definitions of pLoT (the origin
point (0,0)moveswith the current pen position) and RpLOT
(the origin point (0,0) is fixed at the initial pen position
when RPLOTingstarts).
The filling algorithm is a simple left-to-right scan algorithm. The algorithm numbers the intersections of the

then the statement MAT PLOT B,FILL would fill inside the
"bow tie" defined by these coordinates, as shown in Fig. 4.
Note that, in filling, the firmware automatically connects
the last coordinate to the first, thus generating a closed
polygon.
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Light PenAids UserInteractionwith Display
Here's how a light pen works with a rasfer-scan display.
by Frederick
J. Porter
N IMPORTANT PART of any graphics systemsuch
as the Hewlett-Packard System 45C is the interaction that the operatorhas with the machine. This
interaction is accomplished by use of graphics input devices, graphics output devices(displays and plotters),and
computational algorithms.Many different devicesare used
on currently available graphics systems.l Some devices
supplied by HP include the keyboard on the machine,
arrow keys on the keyboard,the 9872A Plotter, the 98744
Digitizer, and the 9111A Graphics Tablet. In addition to
these,the System45C provides softkeysand a light pen. All
of thesegraphics input devicesenablean operatorto interact in varying degreeswith the system.
Much of this article deals with the problem of using a
light pen on a raster-scanCRT.Theseproblems are notable
becausethey have been publicized in the technical press
and learning institutions as making impractical the use
of a light pen with a raster-scansystem.
Interactive Graphics
Primary interactive functions that need to be implemented on a graphics system are those for picking and
positioning items on the display area.
The pick function is the act of identifying a symbol
among several choices. Picking a symbol may start the
computer performing a task or it may set the conditions for
some future task. The overlay on the user-definablekeys
can be thought of asa list of symbolsfrom which to pick. On
graphics systems,the list of symbols is often displayed on

Ffg. 1. Ihe System45C light pen can be used to pick displayed objects or menu itemsand to place objects or indicate
dimensions.
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the screen.This is done for two reasons.One is to allow the
Iist to be dynamically changed depending on the program
segmentbeing executed.The other is to allow the operator
to concentrate on the display without having to switch
attention to some other device. This capability is possible
when using the softkeysand/or the light pen. The softkeys
are located on the display casedirectly below the CRT;this
allows a label to be displayed on the CRT near its corresponding key. The light pen can pick from any area on the
screen that has an image displayed. This allows greater
format flexibility for the displayed symbol table. The X-Y
coordinatesreturned to the system by the light pen determine the item picked.
The positioning function is the act of specifying a point in
the display area.Once a point has been specified,an operation relative to that point can be performed,or that point can
be stored for some future operation. An example is the
drawing of a line between two points. First one point is
specified and stored.When the secondpoint is specified,a
line is drawn from the first point to the second.Since it is
sometimesdesirableto make changesduring the interactive
developmentof an image,theseoperationsare usually performed on a CRT. Thus, the CRT is normally used as the
display device although some other devices could be the
display for a particular application.
One application where both picking and positioning can
be used is a geometricdrawing program.The format of this
example is shown in Fig. 1. The first operator interaction
with the computer is picking the greenblock on the left side
of the display by pointing the light pen at the green block
and pressing the button on the pen. This indicates to the
computer that future operationswill be done in the color
green. In a similar manner the operator picks the word
CIRCLEfrom the list on the display. This indicates that the
input data is to be used to draw a circle. The operatorthen
indicatesthe position ofthe centerofthe circle by positioning the light-pen tracking cursor at the desired location.
The button on the pen is pressedto allow the machine to
capturethe datafor that point. The radius is then defined by
positioning the cursor at any point on the circumferenceof
the circle to be drawn. The machine respondsby drawing a
green circle of the desired radius at the specified position
(Fig. 1). Other graphics input devices can perform these
fundamental operations. The selection of a particular
graphics input device dependson the specific application
and operatorpreference.For example,the light pen allows
the operator to manipulate images on the CRT-a high
degree of man/machine interaction. The operator simply
points the pen at appropriate locations on the face of the
CRT to achieve the desired result. This direct interaction
with the CRT is the light pen's fundamental advantageover
other input devices.
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Fig.2. Block diagram of light pen system in the 9845C Computer

Light Pen Architecture
The system for the light pen used on the 9845C CRT
display is shown in Fig. 2. The light pen consistsof a system
of lenses,a high-speedPIN photodiode,a video amplifier, a
comparatorto detectthe peakamplitude of the light emitted
by a phosphor within the pen's optical field of view, and
digital circuitry to latch the X and Y scan addresseswhen
detectionsaremade.As an exampleof a field of view for an
optical system,consider a lens systemthat is located about
one-half inch away from a CRT. The PIN photodiode can
detect light on the CRT in a nearly circular area centrally
Iocatedwith respectto the optical axis of the lens system.
This is called the optical field of view. If a vertical line is
displayed on the CRT, the detectedpeak amplitude of the
Iight emitted from the phosphorsalong that line will have
an attenuation pattern due to the optical system. This is
shown in Fig. 3a. The envelope of the attenuation pattern
takes the form of a raised sinusoid (i.e., K(1+cos(arR))for
-z' ( oR < z). The attenuationpattern will vary with many
factors, such as the distance to the screenand the type of
phosphor. The comparator threshold is set so that those
pixels emitting light abovethe thresholdwill createa detection signal while thosewhose emitted light doesnot exceed
the threshold are not detected. For this case the area in
which pixels are detected is called the single-dot field of
view-a subsetof the optical field of view.
If the line displayed on the CRT is horizontal, there is a
different effect.On the System45C, the decay time for the
blue and greenphosphorsis 8.7 tts.Forthe red phosphor
Thus, for a horizontal line there is
the decaytime is 87o 1.rs.
an additive effect caused by the long decay times of the
phosphors.As eachpixel becomesilluminated, the energy
detected by the PIN photodiode is added to the detected
energy from previous pixels. This is shown in Fig. 3b. The
same effect does not occur in the single-dot field of view
becausethe detected pixels are separatedin time by the
length of a scanline. This period of time (34.4g.s)allows the

phosphor'senergyto decaysufficiently beforethe detection
of the next pixel in a vertical line.
Therefore,for the caseof a horizontal line the comparator
sees a signal due to the collective energy of the pixels
becausethe energyemitted from eachpixel has not decayed
sufficiently before the next pixel is detected.The region
where the total energy detected exceedsthe threshold is
called the horizontal-line field of view. The signals created
by the horizontal lines are much greaterthan those created
by single pixels. As a referencepoint, threshold level A in
Fig. 3b.is equivalent to the threshold level in Fig. 3a. The
other threshold levels shown in Fig. 3b illustrate the effect
on the horizontal-line field of view as the threshold is increased.The edge of the horizontal-line field of view remains circular as the threshold changes.In fact, there is a
threshold level for the horizontal-line field of view that will
createan edge having the sameradius as the boundariesof
the single-dot field of view at a lower threshold level. As
shown in Fig. 4, the fields of view are offset from one
anotherby an amount that remainsnearly constantbecause
of the sinusoidal nature of the optical field of view.
One of the properties of the light pen with respectto the
human eye should be noted. The light pen detectsthe peak
energyemitted by the phosphor.The human eye detectsthe
total energy emitted by the phosphor. That being the case,
the red phosphor'speak energyis about1/100ofthat ofthe
blue and green phosphorsbecausethe red phosphor has a
much longer decaytime and need not have asgreata peakto
present the same amount of total energy to the eye. This
makesit more difficult for the light pen to detectred. In fact,
it takesabout five consecutivered pixels for the light pen to
detect a red image where it only takes one pixel to detect
green or blue. Turning on multiple phosphors at a pixel
location gives that pixel the desirableattributes, for lightpen detection, of the faster phosphors.
The occurrence of the detection signal is correlated in
time with the current position of the beam sweeping the
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Fig. 3. (a) Single-dot field of view. Because each pixel in a
vertrcalline is separated in time by the period between adjacent scan lines, distinctsignal peaks are detected for each
pixel in the effective field of view. (b) Horizontal-linefield of
view. Here the light emitted by each pixelin a horizontalline is
added to the light from other pixels in the field of view determined by the threshold level. As the threshold ls lncreased
from Level A to Level B and to Level C, the effective field of
view diminishesas shown. The center of the horizontal-line
field of view is off setto the right because of the light summation
required to exceed the higher threshold level.
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display. On a vector-scanningdisplay this can be directly
related to the event of a particular vector being written on
the display. On a raster-scandisplay the relationship is to
an X-Y position on the display. Locating a particular vector
on the screenrequiresfinding the vector in the display data
basethat passesthrough the X-Y position.
Sincethe position of the pen is determinedby correlating
the peakdetectedamplitude with the current electronbeam
position, it can be seen that the single-dot field of view is
centered on the pen's optical axis. However, the
horizontal-line field of view is located to the right of the
optical axis becausethe pixels in view of the pen are still
emitting energyalthough the position of the electronbeam
has moved out of the field of view to the right.
Other problems deal with the speeds at which data is
displayed,optical variations such as intensity and physical
position, and the PIN photodiode responsetime. On the
System 45C the pixel display rate is 30 MHz. Becauseit
takes200 ns for the light pen to respondwith a detectsignal,
six pixels are displayed after the illumination of the pixel
causingthe detection.This presentsno difficulty in detecting the vertical position becausethe time betweenadjacent
scan lines is much longer. However, if not corrected,this
delay causesan error ofsix pixels in determining a horizontal position. This is one of the reasonsthat the use of light
pens on raster-scansystems was restricted to only pick
modesor coarsepositioning. The System45Chas overcome
this restriction, thus providing the ability to track a cursor
on a raster-scanCRT and to specify positions to the resolution and accuracy of a single pixel on the screen.
Tracking Cursor
A tracking cursor is used to achieve single pixel resolution and accuracyon the System 45C. In other words, the
operatoractually points with a cursor,using the light pen to
move the cursor on the screen.
The tracking cursor is implemented for severalreasons.
The glassfaceplateof the CRT is about one-half inch thick,
creating a parallax problem between the light pen, the
phosphor and the operator.For this and other reasonsdiscussed earlier, it is impossible to indicate a single pixel
preciselywith only the light pen. The centerof the tracking
cursor becomes,by definition, the pixel at which the light
pen is pointing. A predictive tracking algorithm is used to
have the cursor track the movement of the light pen by an
operator'shand. The predictive algorithm requires that an
accurate estimation of the center of the field of view be
made. This is the single largest problem with a tracking
cursoron a raster-scanCRT.The field of view is determined
by the optical path from the phosphor to the PIN photodiode and the intensity of the light impinging upon the
diode from individual pixels. The cursor is used to determine the limits of the field of view. On a vector-scanCRT,
the light pen can wait until the cursorvectorsare displayed.
With some ingenuity in the method by which the cursor is
displayed,the top, bottom, left, and right sidesof the field of
view can be determined.From that, it is a simple task to
determine the center of the field of view on a vecror-scan
CRT.Although the field of view is always dependenton the
intensity of individual pixels and the operator's habits,
other factorsmake the estimationof the centerof the field of
view on the raster-scanCRT even more difficult.

Single-Dot Field of View
Optical Field
of View

Horizontal-Line
Field of View

of the
Flg.4, Relationship
betweentheshapesandlocations
fields of view. The horizontal
single-dotand horizontal-line
olfsetls causedby the higherthresholdlevelfor a horizontal
lineas shownin Fig.3b and by the detectioncircuitdelays.
On a raster-scanCRT, graphical data,cursor and picture,
are displayed in sequenceas the scanprogressesacrossthe
screen.This means that some of the pixels making up a
picture may be displayed closely in time and spaceto those
pixels that make up the tracking cursor.When the light pen
is pointed at the CRT, the PIN photodiode sensesthe first
illuminated pixel on a scanline within the field of view and
a detectionis registered.Since the light energy ofthe phosphor decaysslowly, any other pixels that occur in the field
of view on that scan line add to the energy from the first
pixel. Using an ac-coupled video amplifier and a slicing
threshold schemethe light pen detectsonly one pixel per
scan line. This effectively masks out the detection of the
cursor if picture pixels have occurredin the field of view on
the samescan line before the display of the cursor pixels.
Center Estimation
For purposes of explanation, assumethat all pixels except cursor pixels are not illuminated. The upper and lower
boundaries of the field of view can easily be determined.
However,becausethere is only one detectionper scan line,
only the left boundary can be determined (the scanning on
the System45C is from left to right and top to bottom).With
three points defining a circle, a set of equationsis used to
derive the center of the field of view. A first approximation
can assumethat the field of view is circular. In this casethe
following equationsapply:
r center :

Xceoter

Y1 +Y3
2
(Y1 - Ycenter)2- (Y2 -Ycenter)2 +X12 -X22

2(x1-x2)

where (X1,Y1) and (X3,Y3) are the endpoints of a vertical
chord through the field of view, (X2,Y2)is another point on
is
the left perimeter of the field of view and (X""r1".,Y"".,t"r)
the center of the field of view. Consider the geometry of a
cursor in the field of view. The cursor is made up of two

orthogonallines,one horizontaland one vertical.Eachline
is 49 pixels long (greaterthan the diameter of the field of
view) and crossesthe other line at its midpoint. Since the
firmware algorithm positions it, the cursor's X-Y center
coordinates are known. If these coordinates are used to
make the center estimation,X1, X3, and Y2 are already
known. All that remains to be determined are X2, Y1, and
Y3. If the cursor can be separatedfrom other displayed
information, the data for Y1 and Y3 can be very accurate.
The data for X2 remains a major problem. The signal
producing X2 will be a horizontal line, creating a large
amplitude, Iong duration signal from the PIN photodiode.If
the threshold of the comparatorin the Iight pen is increased
during the display of the horizontal component of the cursor, the signal-to-noiseratio will also increaseand a more
predictable X2 detection will occur. An offset constant is
addedto allow X2 to representa position on the edgeof the
single-dotfield of view.
Interleaving
This leaves the problem of collecting Y1 and Y3 and
being surethat the data originatesonly from the cursor.Part
of this problem is caused by the differences in the
horizontal-line and single-dot fields of view. Detections
from the vertical line of the cursor are governed by the
single-dot field of view..However, picture data creating
horizontal lines may occur outside and to the left of the
single-dot field of view. This causescorruption of the Y1
and Y3 data. This must somehow be masked out. One
method is to blank out all of the data in the vicinity of the
cursor,but this makesit difficult for the operatorto line up
the cursor on some image already on the screen.The alternative used on the System45C is interleaving.As shown in
Fig. 5, every other scan line in the vicinity of the cursor is
blanked,while on the next frame the alternatescanIines are
blanked. This has the effect of dimming the background
datanearthe cursor but still allowing the operatorto seeall
of the displayed data at a 30-Hz rate.* The cursor is not
interleavedbut is displayedcontinuously without blanking
of any of its elements.In tracking mode,the digital circuitry
acceptsdetectionsonly on the blanked scan lines to assure
that the data is a result of detecting cursor pixels.
Three values are transmitted to the system mainframe
during each frame to allow the firmware to position the
cursorfor the next frame.Thesethree points areY1, X2, and
Y3. The conditions by which these are gathered are as
follows:
Latch Y1 if: a) the detection is the first detection of the
frame or
b) the detection is the first detection to occur
on a scan line blanked by interleaving.
Latch X2 if: a) the detection is the first detection of the
frame or
b) the detection occurs on the horizontal line
of the cursor.

*Anothereffecton visualperceptionis causedby the factthatIightemittedfrom each pixel
decaysin eachframe.The humaneyedoes notdetectflickerof a lightsourceunti the rateis
l e s s t h a n a p p r o x i m a t e l y 5 4 H z a n d t h e n o n l y o v e r l a r g e a r e a s i n t h e p e r i p hl n
e fraacl vt ii n
ew
flickeris hardlydetectableal a 30-Hzrate.
smallareasof lessthanfoursquarecentimeters,
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Latch Yg if: a) there has been no detection on a blanked
scan line or
b) there has been a detection on a blanked
scan line and the current detection is
from a blanked scan line.
There are two conditions for latching the data in each
register. The first condition (a) exists because it is not
known a priori that the pen is near enough to the cursor to
detectany pixels forming it. This is a mode that is useful in
picking, where the cursor is not necessarilybeing displayed
and there is a window of 10 to 20 pixels to specify an
operation.If there is data from the cursor the secondcondition (b) is used for latching the data registers. Since the
maximum data range (0-559)requires only 10 bits of the
16-bit word for each data point, some of the remaining bits
are used to help the firmware determine the status of the
information it is receiving. This information includes:
1. Whether the data is from a valid detection.
2. Whether the Y data is from detectionson blanked scan
lines.
3. Whether the X data is from a detectionon the horizontal
line of the cursor.
4. Whether the button on the light pen is pressed.
From this information, the firmware can quickly detect
whether or not the cursor has been capturedto allow tracking. Ifthe cursor has not beencaptured,then an approximation of the pen's position is made and stored in a user
accessiblelocation.
Tracking Algorithm
However, if the cursor is close enough to track light pen
movements (i.e.,detectableby the light pen), the firmware

invokesa tracking algorithm. This algorithm is an adaptive,
second-orderpredictive algorithm that allows smooth, precise motion of the cursor at slow speeds,while still keeping
up with rapid changesin motion at fasterspeeds.Using the
estimated center position of the light pen as determined
above,three valuesare calculated.The first is an error value
E which is the difference between the current pen cenrer
estimate(calculatedin the previous frame) and the current
position of the cursor. Second, a pen velocity value V is
calculated from the difference between the current pen
centerestimateand the pen centerestimateof the previous
frame. The final calculation is a pen accelerationvalue A.
This value is the differencebetweenthe pen velocity value
of the current frame and the pen velocity value calculatedin
the previous frame. The location of the pen center for the
next frame, and hence the desired cursor position
(New-cursor),is predicted as follows:
New-cursor= KlxE + K2xV + K3xA * Old_cursor
where Old-cursor is the presentcursor position, K1 and K2
are functions of the current velocity and Ke is a function of
the current accelerationand error. Provided that the predicted position is closeenoughto the actualnew position of
the light pen, cursor detectionswill again be made on the
next frame so the procedure can be repeated.
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Fig.5. (a) Displayed data in field
of view obscuring cursor and
causing incoffect center estimation. In the System 45C, the scan
lines in the tracking cursor area
are alternatelyblanked except for
cursor pixels and detectionsare
considered valid only when made
on a blanked line as indicated in
(b) wherethe odd-numberedlines
are blanked, followed by (c) where
t h e e v e n - n u m b e r e dl i n e s a r e
blanked. Thus,the display area in
the vicinity of the cursor is
switched (interlaced) between
conditions (b) and (c) for accurate
center estimation.
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PART 1: ChronologicalIndex
January 1980
Automated Testing of PCM Communications Equipment with a
Single Self-Contained Instrument, Robert Peorson, Mork
Dykes,Virgil Morton, Andrew Bothom, ond Mike Bryont
Software for an Automatic Primary Multiplex Analyzer, Mork
Dykes
Vector Impedance Analysis to 1000 MHz, Toshio lchino, Hideo
Ohkoworo, ond Noriyuki Sugihoro
February 1980
Design and Performanceof a Highly Integrated Parallel Access
Spectrophotometer,Borry G. Willis
A Task-Oriented Approach to Spectrophotometry, Arthur
Schlei/er ond Borry G. Willis
An Optical System for Full-Spectrum Measurements, George W.
Hopkins and Alfred Schwartz
Light Detectionand Measurementin a High-PerformanceSpectrophotometer,Knud L. Knudsen ond Robert W. Widmoyer
Servo-ControlledBeamDirector ProvidesMaior Benefits,Mork P.
Morgantholerond Lynn Weber
A MicrocomputerSystemfor SpectrophotometricDataProcessing,
Glenn C. Steiner
How the 84504 Was Developed,Richord E. Monnier
March 1980
Powerful PersonalCalculator System Sets New Standards,Bernord E. Musch, lohn l. Wong, ond Dovid R. Conklin
Packagingthe HP-41C,Gero.ldW. Steiger
Card Reader Offers Compatibility and Expanded Capability,
David l. Lowe and Potrick V. Boyd
Evolutionary Printer Provides Significantly Better Performance,
RogerD. Quick ond Donaid L. Morris
Bulk CMOS Technology for the HP-41C,Normon L. /ohnson ond
Vijoy V. Morothe
The First HP Liquid Crystal Display, Craig Maze
High Density and Low Cost with Printed Circuit Hybrid Technology, /omes H. Fleming ond RobertN. Low
An Economical,Portable Microwave Spectrum Analyzer, Dovid
H. Molinori ond Richord L. Beldine
April 1980
Microwave CW and Pulse Frequency Measurementsto 40 GHz,
Richord F. Schneider,Ronald E. Felsenstein,ond Robert W.
Offermonn
A 400-to-1600-MHz+8 Prescaler,Hons f. /ekot
An Automatic Microwave FrequencyCounter Test System,Lorry
L. Koepke
4O-GHzFrequencyConverterHeads,Mohomed M. Soyed
A 26.5-GHz Automatic Frequency Counter with Enhanced Dynamic Range,Ali Bologlu
Microwave Counter Applications, Richord F. Schneider
Laboratory Notebook-A Flexible Software Development Technique, Ronold E. Felsenstein
May 1980
A Programmable Selective Level Meter (Wave Analyzer) with
SynthesizedTuning, Autoranging, and Automatic Calibration,
Pou.lL. Thomos
Precision Synthesizer/Level Generator Has High Spectral Purity
for TelecommunicationsTesting,Phillip D. Winslow
A Monolithic Thermal Converter,Peter M. O'NeilI
IncreasedVersatility for a VersatileLogic StateAnalyzer,/ustin S.
Morrill, /r. ond /ohn D. Honsen
General-Purpose
Module Adapts DedicatedLogic StateAnalyzer to
Almost Any Microprocessor,Deborohl. Ogden

June 1980
Elechonic Distance Measurement for Industrial and Scientific
Applications, Dovid E. Smith
Indushial DistanceMeter Applications, Dovid E. Smith and Troy
L. Brown
Mass Storage Management-A Unified Approach, WiIIiam A.
Honna
fuly 1980
A New World of Personal/ProfessionalComputation, Todd R.
Lynch
Adding UOCapability to the HP-SS,/ohn H. Noirn, Tim I. Mikkejsen, ond David I. Sweerser
A CompactTape Transport SubassemblyDesignedfor Reliability
and Low Cost,Douglos/. Collins ond Brion G. Spreodbury
A High-Quality CRT Display for a Portable Computer, /omes F.
Bousch
A Compact Thermal Printer Designed for Integration into a Personal Computer,Clement C. Lo ond Ronold W. Kei.l
EnhancedBASIC Languagefor a PersonalComputer, Nelson A.
Mi.l.ls,Homer C. Russe.ll,ond Kent R. Henscheid
August 1980
A CompleteSelf-ContainedAudio MeasurementSystem,/omesD.
Foote
Audio Analyzer Applications
Making the Most of a Microprocessor-Based
InstrumentController,
Corydon J. Boyan
Design for a Low-Distortion, Fast-settling Source, GeorgeD.
Pontis
Floating a SourceOutput, GeorgeD. Pontis
A Digitally Tuned Notch Filter, Chung Y. Lou
A CustomLSI Approach to a PersonalComputer,Todd R. Lynch
Handheld Ca-lculatorEvaluatesIntegrals,Wiiliom M. Kahon
September 1g8O
A Fully Integrated, Microprocessor-Controlled Total Station,
Aifred F. Gort
Mechanical Design Constraints for a Total Station, Ronotd K.
K e r s c hn e r
A CompactOptical Systemfor PortableDistanceand Angle Measurements,ChoriesE. Moore ond Dovid I. Sims
An Approach to Large-ScaleNon-Contact Coordinate Measurements,Doug.losR. /ohnson
Interfacing the 3820A via the HP-IB, Gerold F. Wosinger
Automatic Measurements with a High-Performance Universal
Counter,Gory D. Sosoki ond Rono.ldC. /ensen
Third Input ExtendsRangeto 1300 MHz, Dovid M. DiPietro
A Voltmeter for a Universal Counter, VaI D. McOmber
5335A Self Test and Diagnostics,Robert /. LoFollette
Octob€r 1980
Logic Development System AcceleratesMicrocomputer System
Design, Thomos A. Soponosond Brion W. Kerr
Resource Sharing in the Logic Development System, Alan I.
DeVilbiss
Emulators for Microprocessor System Development, /omes B.
Donnelly, Gordon A. Greenley,ond Milo E. Muterspough
The Pascali6+000Compiler, Izagma I. Alonso-Velez and lacques
GregoriBourque
ProgramDebugging with Pascal/64000,
P. A.lon McDonley
The 64000 Linker, /omes B. Stewort
An Assemblerfor All Microprocessots,Brod E. Yock.le
Viewpoints--Chuck House on the Elechonic Bench
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November 1g8O
Patient Monitoring Enhanced by New Central Station, Timothy B.
Bloncke and Lorry L. Nielsen
High-Speed RasterTechnique Provides Flexible Display, Robert
L. Stettiner ond GeorgeL. Adlemon
Multi-Processor Architecture and Communications for Patient
Monitoring, /omes M. Rueter
Self-Test and Serviceability for Dependable Central Patient Monitoring, /effrey M. Goldberg
Firmware for a Patient Monitoring Station, Kim L. Honno
An InteractiveHP 3000/IBMMainframe Link, Connie I. Ishido

December 1980
Color Enhances Computer Graphics System, /ohn B. Frost ond
Williom L. Hole
The System 45C User's Firmware Interface, Robert A. lewett and
Robert W. Fredrickson
Light Pen Aids User Interaction with Display, Fred,erickl. Porter
A Precision Color Raster-ScanDisplay for Graphics Applications,
Worren C. Prott
Display System Designed for Color Graphics, Harold L. Boeverstod, Jr. ond Clork C. Bruderer
System45C Power Supply Considerations,/.StevenBecker

PART2: SubjectIndex
Month/Year
Feb.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Iuly
Iuly
Aug.
May
May
May
Sept.
Sept.
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.
Aug.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Subject
A

Model

Absorbancemeasurements
8450A
Aircraft inspection
9845T,3820A
Alarms, heart-rate monitoring
785O7A,785O2A
Alarms, system self-test
78501A,78502A
Amplifier, horizontal, CRT display
HP-85
Amplifier, vertical, CRT display
HP-85
Analyzer, audio
8903A
Analyzer, logic state
16108
Analyzer, Iogic state
1611A Opt 001
Analyzer, wave
3586AJB/C
Angle measurement,electronic
3820A
Antenna assembly
9845T, 3820A
Area fill, graphics images
9845C
Arrhythmia monitoring
785O1A,785O2A
Assembler,table driven
64000
Audio analyzer
89034

B
Iuly 1980
Dec. 1980
Aug. 1980

BASIC, personal computer
BASIC language,graphics
Buffer IC

HP.85
9845c
HP-85

c

Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Nov.
Apr.
Sept.
Nov.
Feb.
Mar.
Dec.
Dec.
Ian.
Oct.
Iuly
Apr.
Sept.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Aug.
Dec.
Apr.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Calculatorsystem,personal
HP-41C
Calculator with integrate key
HP-34C
Card reader
827O4A
Cardiotach
785O7A,785O2A
Carier return loss measurements
Cassegrainstructure, telescope
3820A
Central station
785014,785024
Chemical analysis, spectophotometric
84504
CMOS, bulk
HP-41C
Color graphics,CRT
9845C
Color specification models
9845C
Communicationssystemmeasurements 3779AlB
Compiler, Pascal
64000
Computer, personal
HP-85
Converter, frequency, 4O GHz
5355A
Coordinatemeasurements,
9845T, 3820A
large-scale,non-contact
Counter,microwave, 26.5 GHz
53434
Counter system,40 GHz
53454/554/564
Counter, universal
5345A
CPU design
HP-85
Cursor,tracking
9845C
CW hequency measurements
5355A,53454

D
Sept.
Iuly
May
Oct.
Feb.
July
Oct.
June
Sept.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

|une

1980

Deflection measurement
9845T,38204
Delta-distancecode, tape storage
HP.85
Demultiplexing buses
16108,1611A
Developmentsystem,logic
64000
Diffraction gratings, holographic
Digital servo design
HP.85
Directed-syntaxsoftkeys
64000
Disc management software
Distance correction, air temperature
38204
and pressure
Distancemeasurement,electronic
38504
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Sept.
Aug.
Dec.
fune

1980
1980
198O
1980

Distance measurement, electronic
Distortion measurements
DominanVnondominant color
Dynamic distance measurements

Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
fune
Sept.
Nov.
Oct.
Ian.

1980
1980
1980
1980
198O
1980
1980
1980

ECG monitoring
Echoplex
Elecbonic bench
Electronic distance meter
Electronic total station
Emulator. IBM 3270
Emulators, microprocessor
End-to-end measurements

May
Nov.
Ian.
Aug.
Apr.
Apr.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

FDM system testing
3586A/B/C
Fibrillation detector
78501A, 785O2A
Fixtures, impedance test
760S7121314A
Floating audio source
8903A
Frequencymeasurementsto 26.5 GHz
5343A
Frequency measurements to 40 GHz
5355A

May
Sept.
Dec.
Dec.
Iuly
Sept.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Generator, level, synthesized
3336A/B/C
Glossary, optical and mechanical terms
3820A
Graphical peripheral control
984sC
Graphics,color, CRT
9S45C
Graphics, personal computer
HP-85
Gravity sensing system
38204

Apr.

1980

Harmonic heterodyne frequency
converter. 40 GIlz
Heads, frequency converter
Height-of-standards error
HP-IB interface, personal
computer
HP-IB interface, distance meter

38204
89034
9845c
3850A

E
785014, 785024
785014, 785024
38504
38204
322294
64000
3779AlB

G

H
Apr. 1980
Sept. 1980
Iuly 1980
Sept, 1980

53554
5356AJB/C
3820A
82537l'
380014

I
Nov. 1980
Ian.
)une
Nov.
Iuly
Iuly
Aug.
Iuly
Aug.
July
Aug.
Iuly
Aug.
Iuly
Aug.
Iuly
Aug.
Iuly
Aug.
July

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

IBM/HP 3000 interactive mainframe
link (3270 emulator)
Impedanceanalyzer,1-1000MHz
Industlial distancemeter
Inquiry and development facility (IDF)
Integer processing,fast
Integrated circuit, buffer

32229A
4191A
3850A
3222sA
HP-85
HP-85

Integrated circuit, CPU

HP-85

Integrated circuit, CRT controller

HP-85

Integratedcircuit,keyboardcontroller

HP-85

Integrated circuit, printer controller

HP-85

Iritegrated circuit, RAM controller

HP-85

Integratedcircuit,read/writeamplifier

HP-85

Integrated circuit, ROM

HP.85

Aug.
Iuly
Aug.
Iuly
Aug.
Nov.
Nov.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Oct.
Sept.
Nov.
Iuly

1980
1980
1980
1980

Integrated circuit, ROM
Integrated circuit, tape controller

HP-85

Integrated circuit, translator(TC)
Integration, numerical, by calculator
Intelligent network processor (INP)
Interactive Mainframe Link/3000
(IML/3000)
Intermediate language
Interpolation, sinusoidal patterns
Intrinsics, IML/3000
UO interfaces, personal computer

82937A
HP-34C
322294
64000
3820A
32229A
829374

K
Aug. 1980
Aug. 1 9 8 0

Key, calculator, for integration
Kevboard controller IC

HP.34C
HP-85

1980 Polysilicon resistors
1980 Position control
1980 .Power supply, personal computer
1980 Preallocation,variable
1980 Prescaler,0.4-1.6GHz
1980 Primary multiplex analyzer
1980 Printed circuit hybrid
technology
Mar. 1980 Printer, thermal
Jrrly 1980 Printhead, thermal
Oct. 1980 PROM programmer
Apr. 1980 Pulsed RF frequency
measurements

Aug.
June
Iuly
Iuly
Apr.
Ian.
Mar.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

LALR parsing
Lasing diode, GaAs
Level generator
Light pen, raster-scanCRT
Linker, table-driven
Liquid crystal display
Logic development system
Logic state analyzer
Logic state analyzer
LSI circuit design

Dec.
Mar.
Apr.
Oct.

1980
1980
1980
1980

May
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
Sept.
|une
Sept.
May
Ian.
Nov.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

o

Aug.
Aug.
Iuly
Nov.
Jan.

RAM cell, two-read/one-write
HP-85
RAM controller IC
HP-85
Random number generation
HP-85
Reconfiguration,automatic
785014, 78502F^
Reflection coefficient
41914
measurements,1-1000MHz
Refractive index, air, group velocity
38204
Resourceallocation
64000
RF impedance analyzer
41914
Roelof'sprism adaptor
1742SA

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Sept. 1980
Oct.
1980
1980
Ian.
Sept. 1980

S

N
NMOS circuit design
Notch filter, digitally tuned
Numerical integration by
calculator

Sept.
Feb.
Sept.
Aug.
Iuly

Optical angle encoder
Optical system, folded
Optical system, total station
Oscillator, audio
Output control, vectored

HP.85
8903,{
HP-34C

o
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

.

38204
84504
3820,{
8903A
HP-85

P
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Ian.

1980
1980
1980
1980

Pascal compiler
Patient information center
Patient monitoring
PCM system analyzer

785014. 78502F.

R
64000
3820,\
33364/B/C
9845c
64000
HP-41C
64000
1610B
1611AOpt 001
HP-85

Mass storage management software
Nov.
Memory design, color graphics display
9845C
May
Memory modules
82106A
Nov.
Microcodedevelopmenttechnique
May
Microprocessordevelopment
64000
Aug.
system
Aug.
Microprocessor testing
1 6 1 0 B , 1 6 1 1 A Aug.
Microwave frequency measurements
53434
June
Microwave frequency measurements
53554
Feb.
Microwave spectrum analyzer
85s9A
Mar.
Aug.
Mirror mount
3820A
Moving target measurements
3850A
fune
Multifunction sequence
3820,{
Nov.
Multiphase clocking
1 6 1 0 B , 1 611A
May
Multiplex system analyzer
3779AlB
Multi-processor architecture
78501A, 78502y'.

Aug, 1980
Aug. 1980
Aug. 1980

82743/.
HP.85
64500A
53554

QRS-rnatchedfilter

M
June 1980

377SAlB
HP-41C

Nov. 1980

L
Oct.
Sept.
May
Dec.
Oct.
Mar.
Oct.
May
May
Aug.

HP.85
38504
HP-85
HP-85

64000
78501A',78502]{
785014,785024
377SAlB

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1S80
1980

SDLC
78501A,78502A
Selectivelevel meter
35S6A/B/C
Self-testsystem,four-level
78501A, 785O2A
Signal generator,synthesized
3336A/B/C
Signal-to-noisemeasurements
8903A
SINAD measurements
8903A
Software developmentsystem
HP-85
Software for mass storage management
Spectrophotometer,ultravioleUvisible
8450A
Spectrum analyzer O.1to 27 GHz
8559A
State-variable filters
8S03A
Static monitoring
38504
Superaster
78510A
Synthesizer/levelgenerator
3336A/B/C

T

Aug.

1980

Telescopa,catadioptric
38204
Telephone system measurements
3779AlB
Thermal converter, rms-to-dc
3-D graphics,dominant area shading
9845c
Tilt meter, gravity sensing
3820A
Trends monitoring
78501A,785024
Triangulation
9845T,3820A
measurements
Two-read/one-write memory
HP-85

Feb.

1980

UltravioleUvisiblespectrophotometer

Dec.
|une

1980
1980

Vector generation
Velocity measurements

May

1980

Wave analyzer

Sept. 1980
1980
Ian.
May
1980
Dec. 1980
Sept. 1980
Nov. 1980
Sept. 1980

U
8450A

v

9845C
38504

w
3586A/B/C

PART3: ModelNumberIndex
Model

Product

HP-34C
HP-41C
HP-85

Calculator
Calculator System
PersonalComputer

1610B

Logic StateAnalyzer

Month/Year 1611AOpt 001
Aug.
Mar.
)uly
Aug.
May

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

33364/B/C
3586AJB/C
3779N8
38204
38224

Logic StateAnalyzer
Synthesizer/LevelGenerator
SelectiveLevel Meter
Primary Multiplex Analyzer
Total Station
CoordinateDetermination
System (9845T,38204)

May
May
May
lan.
Sept.
Sept.

1980
1S80
1980
1980
1980
1980
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Industrial DistanceMeter
lune
RF Impedance Analyzer
Jan.
Universal Counter
Sept.
Universal Counter
Sept.
Microwave Frequency
Apr.
Counter
Electronic Counter
Apr.
Automatic Frequency ConverterApr.
Frequency Converter Heads
Apr.
UV/Vis Spectrophotometer
Feb.
SpectrumAnalyzer 0.1-21GHz Mar.
Audio Analyzer
Aug.
Color GraphicsComputer
Dec.
Thermal Graphics Printer
Nov.
General-PurposePersonality May
Module for 16114
Roelof'sPrism Adaptor
Sept.
Circuit Analyzer Board
Nov.
Coaxial Fixture Set
]an.
Spring Clip Fixture
fan.
Binding Post Fixture
Ian.

38504
41914
5316A
53354
5343A
5345,{
53554
5356A'/8/C
8450A
85594
89034
9845c
98764
102644
77425F.
744574
160914
t6092,{
160934/B

160944
322294
380014

1S80
1980
1980
1980
1980

Probe Fixture
19tt0
lan.
IML/3000
Nov. 1980
HP-IB Distance Meter Interface fune 1g8O
Sept.1980
Logic Development System
Oct.
1980
Development Station
Oct.
1980
Logic Analyzer
Oct. 1980
PROM Programmer
Oct.
1980
Patient Information Center
Nov. 1980
Patient Information Center
Nov. 1980
Display
Nov. 1980
Equipment Cabinet
Nov. 1980
Single-Channel Recorder
Nov. 1980
Dual-Channel Recorder
Nov. 1980
Card Reader
Mar. 1980
Memory Modules
Mar. 1980
Thermal Printer
Mar. 1980
HP-85 16K RAM Module
1980
Iulv

64000
641004
643004
64500A
785014
785024
785104
785114
785774
785724
82rO4A
821064
821434
82903A
829364
82937A

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1 980
1980
1980
1980
1980

HP-ssROMModule
HP-85HP-IBInterface

Iuli, 1s8o
luly 1980

PART4: AuthorIndex
A
Adleman, GeorgeL.
Alonso-Velez,Izagma I.

House,CharlesH.
Nov.
Oct.

1980
1980

B
Baeverstad,Harold L., Jr.
Batham, Andrew
Bausch,fames F.
Becker,J. Steven
Belding, Richard L.
Blancke, Timothy B.
Bologlu, Ali
Bourque,|acquesGregori
Boyan, Corydon f.
Boyd, Patrick V.
Brown, Troy L.
Bruderer,Clark C.
Bryant, Mike
Buck, Dean

Dec.

Ian.
fune

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1S80
1980

Irrly
Mar.
Oct.

1980
1980
1980

Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Ian.

1980
1980
1980
1980

Apr.
Mar.
Aug.
Dec.
Dec.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Sept.
Nov.
Sept.
Oct.

1980
1980
1980
1980

Dec.
Nov.

1S80
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

fan.
Iuly
Dec.
Mar.
Nov.
Apr.
Oct.
Aug.
Mar.
fune
Dec.

c
Collins, DouglasJ.
Conklin, David R.
Cox, Roger

D
DeVilbiss,Alan J.
DiPietro,David M,
Donnelly, JamesB.
Dykes, Mark

H
Hale, William L.
Hanna, Kim L.
Hanna, William A.
Hansen,John D.
Henscheid,Kent R.
Hopkins, GeorgeW.

June
May
Irrly
Feb.

1980
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Nielsen, Larry L.

J
fames,Gerald E.
fekat, Hans J.
Jensen,Ronald C.
Jewett, Robert A.
Johnson,Douglas R.
Johnson, Norman L.

Feb.
Apr.
Sept.
Dec.
Sept.
Mar.

19Bo
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Aug.
Iuly
Oct.
Sept.
Feb.
Apr.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Offermann, Robert W.
Ogden, DeborahJ.
Ohkawara, Hideo
O'Neill, PeterM.

L
LaFollette,Robertf.
Lau, Chung Y.
Lo, ClementC.
Low, RobertN.
Lowe, David f.
Lynch, Todd R.

Marathe,Vijay V.
Marton, Virgil
Maze, Craig
McDonley, P. Alan
McOmber, Val D.
Mikkelsen, Tim I.
Mills, Nelson A.
Molinari, David H.
Monnier, Richard E.
Moore, CharlesE.
Morganthaler, Mark P.
Morris, Donald L.
Morrill, fustin S., fr.
Musch, Bernard E.
Muterspaugh,Milo E.

Sept.
Aug.
Iuly
Mar.
Mar.
July
Aug.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

Mar.
|an.
Mar.
Oct.
Sept.
Iuly
Irrly
Aug.
Mar.
Feb.
Sept.
Feb.
Mar.
May
Mar.
Oct.

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1s8o
1S80
1g8o
1980
1980
1980
1980

Iuly

1980

Quick, Roger D.

Apr.
May
Ian.
May

1980
1980
1980
1980

fan.
Aug.
Dec.
Dec.

1980
1980
1980
1980

Mar.

1980

Nov.

1980
1980

o
R

Rueter,lames M.
Russell,Homer C.

Iuly

s
Saponas,Thomas A.
Sasaki, Gary D.
Sayed,Mohamed M.
Schleifer, Arthur
Schneider,Richard F.
Schwartz,AIfred
Sims, David f.
Smith, David E.
Spreadbury,Brian G.
Steiger,Gerald W.
Steiner,Glenn C.
Stettiner, Robert L.
Stewart,)amesB.
Sugihara, Noriyuki
Sweetser,David J.

Oct.
Sept.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Sept.

Ian.
Irrly

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

May

1980

Sept.
Sept.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Mar.

1980
1980
1980
1g8o
1980
1980
1980

Oct.

1980

fune
July
Mar.
Feb.
Nov.
Oct.

T
Thomas, Paul L.

w
Ward, Michael f.
Wasinger,Gerald F.
Weber, Lynn
Widmayer, RobertW.
Willis, Barry G.
Winslow, Phillip D.
Wong, fohn f.

Y

N
Nairn, John H.

1980

P
Pearson,Robert
Pontis, GeorgeD.
Porter,Frederick J.
Pratt, William C.

K
Kahan, William M.
Keil, Ronald W.
Kerr, Brian W.
Kerschner,Ronald K.
Knudsen, Knud L.
Koepke,Larry L.

Nov.

o
Ian. 1980
Nov. 1980

M

G
George,David M.
Goldberg, feffrey M.
Gort, Alfred F.
Greenley,Gordon A.

1980

I
Ichino, Toshio
Ishida, Connie J.

F
Felsenstein,Ronald E.
Fleming, JamesH.
Foote,JamesD.
Fredrickson,Robert W.
Frost, John B.

Oct.

Yackle, Brad E.

proiect, including the human factors and the initial
mechanical design, Bob Fredrickson designed and implemented the firmware tracking algorithm and interrupt
service routine. Lowell Kolb assisted in the design and
testing of the detection circuitry in the light pen. Nick
Mati worked on developing the optical path, detection
circuitry, and mechanical design. Special thanks to )ack
Frost, the project managerfor the light pen, for the direction he provided.
Refenence
1. W.M. Newmanand R.F. Sproull,"Principlesof Interactive
ComputerGraphics,"McGraw-HillBook Company,New York,
1979.

Frederick J. Porter
Fred Porterwas born in Detroit,Michigan,has an AB degreein mathematics
and physicsawardedby AlbionCollege,Michiganin 1974and the BSand
MS degreesin electricalengineering
fromthe University
of Michiganin 1974
and 1975,respectively.
He has been
withHPsince1976and hasworkedon
thedisplayforthe98454Computerand
thecontrollogicforthelightpen usedin
the System45C. Fredis nowworkingon
futuregraphicsdisplays.He is a
memberof the NationalSocietyof ProfessionalEngineersand a charter
member of the Twin TowersLounoe
Club at AlbionCollege.Fredacts in the LovelandCommunityTheatre
and makes his home with his wife and two daughtersin Loveland,
Colorado.His interestsalso includeplayingthe pianoand organ,
camping,hiking,and N-gaugemodel railroading.

A PrecisionColorRaster-Scan
Displayfor
GraphicsApplications
by WarrenG. Pratt
HE ADAGE "a picture is worth a thousand words"
certainly applies to a graphics display. A properly
designed and used graphics display can transfer
many types of information from machine to user much
more rapidly and efficiently than can a verbal or numerical
description. Such a display must have an information content greaterthan or equal to the amount of data to be transferred, provide sufficient display accuracyso that nothing
is misinterpreted in the transfer, and be free from anomalies
that would tend to distract the user. The color display for
the Hewlett-PackardSystem45C was designed with these
criteria in mind.
r Information content. The display areais 720 pixels wide
by 455 pixels high (the areaavailablefor graphicsdisplay
is 560 pixels wide by 455 pixels high). The information
density in this areais greatly increasedthrough the use of
color. Three primary colors, red, green, and blue, are
mixed to provide eight basic colors.
r Display accuracy.The System45C display circuits correct
for display nonlinearities caused by CRT geometry and
component variations. These circuits ensure that each
pixel is locatedpreciselyrelative to the other pixels on the
CRT screen. Therefore, straight line segments appear
straight (not curved) and circles appearcircular (not oval
or irregularly shaped).
r Freedom from distracting anomalies. How many times

have your favorite television starsbeen stretchedby the
"conehead effect" as they ventured too close to the edge
of a television screen? When was the last time you
watched a TV movie in which the entire population had
acquired a green flesh color? The System4bC display is
specifically designed to provide a high degree of data
integrity free from such distracting anomalies.
The System 45C display uses raster-scantechnology.
Electronbeamstransferserial datato phosphorson the CRT
screen,beginning in the upper left corner and scanning
from left to right as they slowly move down the screen.
When the beamsreachthe bottom of the screen,completing
one frame,they rapidly return to the top, beginning the next
frame.Beamdeflectionis accomplishedmagneticallyusing
a deflection yoke containing two orthogonal sets of windings for vertical and horizontal deflection.The vertical deflection winding is excited by a current waveform whose
frequency (60 Hz) equalsthe number of framesper second.
The horizontal deflection winding is excited by a similar
waveform at a much higher frequency, providing a fixed
number of horizontal scansper frame.
The display incorporates a delta-gun, shadow-mask,
color CRT.Three electronguns are arrangedat the vertices
of an equilateraltriangle locatedin the neck of the CRT (Fig.
1). The three electron beams pass through openings in a
shadowmask nearthe CRTfaceplate.After passingthrough
DECEI\,4BEB
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F19,1. Threeelectronguns are ar'
ranged in a triangular pattern in
the neck of the color CRT. The
beams from these guns a// Pass
through a single hole in the
shadow mask to excite a triangular arrangement of red, blue,
and green phosphor dots on
the faceolate.

Blue

ElectronGuns

Electron
Beams

the shadow mask, each beam strikes a dot of either red,
green,or blue phosphor on the faceplate,depending upon
eachbeam'sangle of entry into the shadow mask (the angle
of entry dependsupon the gun location).The arrangement
of phosphors is such that each gun consistently strikes a
particular color. This tri-beam color system allows independent control of the primary colors:red, green,and blue.
However,it is not free from difficulties in implementation'
Two key concernsare ensuring that eachbeam excitesonly
its assignedphosphor (color purity), and ensuring that as
the three beamsare deflectedover the faceplate,they will
all strike the same screenlocation for any combination of
vertical and horizontal deflection currents (convergenceJ.
In addition to the deflection, purity, and convergence
circuits, the CRT requires three video amplifiers (one per
gun) to modulate the electronbeamswith the serial video
data.Eachof theseamplifiers must generatea 4O-voltdrive
signal from TTL data streamsat 30 megabitsper second'
The CRT drive circuits (Fig. 2) are divided into four
categoriesfor further discussion-vertical deflection,horizontal deflection, convergenceand purity, and video
amplification.
Vertical Deflection Circuit
The System45C providesa flicker-freedisplay by refreshing the CRT at a 60-Hz rate; hence, the vertical deflection
current is repetitive at a 60-Hzrate. The required deflection
current is made up of three components (Fig. 3):
1. A large sawtooth-like component.The signal amplitude
changesat a slow rate to scan the beamsfrom the top to
the bottom of the CRT.It ramps back to its initial value at
a much fasterrate,quickly repositioning the beamsat the
top of the screenfor the next frame scan.We denotethe
scantime asT, and the retracetime asT' hence,T, * T, :

1/(60Hz) : 1/60second.
2. A small velocity-correction component. Due to CRT
geometry,the path Iength of the deflectedbeamwill vary
as a direct function of the vertical deflection angle.More
specifically, this occurs primarily becausethe radius of
curvature of the CRT faceplateis much greaterthan the
distance from the deflection yoke to the faceplate.
If a perfectly linear drive waveform is applied, higher
scanvelocities are obtained at the top and bottom ofthe
screenthan at the center.Under these conditions, information displayed at the vertical extremesof the screenis
larger vertically when compared to the same information displayed near the center.This form ofnonlinearity
is avoided by adding a velocity-correction term than
produces a slight S-shaping of the deflection current
waveform,that is, a more gradual slope at the beginning
and end of the ramp portion of the waveform.
3. A pincushion-correctioncomponent.The deflectionpath
length increasesat the horizontal and vertical extremesof
the screen.This tends to create a display that bows inward at the top and bottom and at the left and right sides.
This effect is known as pincushion distortion. Note that
inward bowing at the top and bottom is a vertical error
and thereforemust be correctedby the vertical deflection
field. In monochromatic systems,this correction is generally done with a static field created by carefully
positioned permanent magnets. This technique is not
practical for a precision tri-beam color system.Since the
vertical pincushion error is a function of both horizontal
and vertical position, we generatethe waveform for the
correction field from both horizontal-rate and verticalrate components.
The vertical deflection system (Fig. ) uses an output
stage and three deflection-current waveform generators.

Convergence and
Purity Yokes

Deflection
Yoke

TTL video drive
trom display
logic

Flg,2. Block diagram of drive circuits for the System 45C color
CRT.
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Fig. 3. fhe vertical deflection current is the sum of three
componentsas shown above.
Vertical drive circuits for precision displays generally contain output stages configured as current sources. The output amplifier obtains feedback from a current-sense resistor
in series with the vertical deflection winding. This configuration performs admirably for the 60-Hz vertical-rate
component of the sweep current waveform; however, it.
does not have adequate frequency response performance for
the horizontal-rate component of the pincushioncorrection waveform. The vertical output stage shown in
Fig. 4 provides a solution to this problem.
The vertical output amplifier will, within its gainbandwidth limitations, force V, : (-R2/R1) x V1.When R2
is large enough so that the voltage drop across the winding
resistance R, is negligible, V. becomes the inductive voltage component across the winding. Note that this is the
same voltage that is present across the inductive component of the driven winding. From the V-I relationship for an
inductor,

Iy : (-R2/R1) (1/Ly) J Vi dt
It can be easily shown that this configuration provides
sufficient bandwidth for horizontal-rate signal components. Relative to the integration performed by the output
circuit, we note two things: the drive waveform Vi must be
the derivative ofthe desired yoke current waveform Iu and
the circuit has no inherent dc stability.
Since differentiation is distributive over addition, Vi can
be formed as the sum of the derivatives of the three
current-waveform components discussed above. The derivative of the sawtooth-like component is a rectangular
waveform obtained by switching between two voltage
levels. The voltage level used during the vertical scan is
constant and controls the picture height. The voltage level
used during retrace is an error voltage obtained by comparing the average value of voltage applied to the vertical
deflection winding to an adjustable reference. This error
voltage is the feedback that provides dc stability in the
output stage. Also, because the average amplifier output
voltage determines the dc component in the deflection
winding, adjustment of the reference voltage modifies the
vertical position of the data displayed on the CRT.
The velocity-correction component of the current
waveform is approximated by a cubic function that is repetitive at the vertical scan rate. The derivative, required as
a component of V1,is a parabolic waveform that is generated
by integrating the output of a 60-Hz ramp generator.
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Fig. 4. Vertical deflection system. The three verttcal deflectton current components shown
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The top-to-bottompincushion-correctioncomponentrequires a relatively large amplitude at the top of the screen
that decreasesto zero at vertical center,and becomeslarge
again, but of opposite polarity, as the scan approachesthe
bottom of the screen.Also, the required correction is approximately parabolic at the horizontal rate, that is, this
vertical distortion mustbe correcteddynamically eachtime
the beam scansacrossthe screen.Hence,the top-to-bottom
pincushion-correctioncomponent of I" is approximatedby
the product of a vertical-rate ramp waveform and a
horizontal-rate parabolic waveform. The corresponding
component of Vy is obtained by differentiating this result.
Horizontal Deflection Circuit
The horizontal deflection circuit (Fig. 5) uses a flyback
drive circuit, a position phase-lockcircuit, a voltage regulator circuit, and a linearity correction circuit. The standard flyback drive circuit contains a power switching transistor Q, a damper diode D, a flyback capacitor C1and a
velocity-correctioncapacitor Cr. During the first half of a
horizontal scan, horizontal deflection current flows
through the damper diode. lust beforethe scanreachesthe
center of the screen,the switching transistor is turned on.
At approximately screencenter, the deflection current reversesdirection and begins to be conductedby the switching transistor rather than the damper diode. When the
switching transistor is turned off, the damper diode is initially reverse-biasedand the deflection current flows
through the flyback capacitor,returning to its startingvalue
to begin another cycle. The velocity-correction capacitor
yields a small amount of S-shaping in the deflectioncurrent waveform.
The position phase-lockcircuit comparesthe beginning
of the horizontal scanwith the leading edgeof the horizontal sync pulse. It then delaysthe drive pulse to the switching transistor by an appropriate amount so that the two
1980
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Linearity
Correction
Voltage

Fig. 5. Horizontal deflection system. A standard flyback circuit is
used with a phase-lock circuit controlling the horizontal position.
Linearityand side pincushion correction components are added
as indicated,

eventsare coincident. This ensuresthat the displayed data
is positioned accuratelyon the CRT screen,independentof
switching-transistorstorage-timevariations.
The voltage regulator controls the supply voltage to the
flyback drive circuit. Adjustment of this voltage sets the
width of the display. Also, recall that pincushion distortion
at the left and right sides of the screenis a horizontal error.
Correctionfor this error is applied in the form of a verticalrate parabolic modulation of the horizontal sweepcurrent.
This is accomplishedby modulating the horizontal supply
voltage via the regulator circuit.
Linearity correction usesa technique developedby Bernard M. Oliver.l A horizontal deflection sensewinding in
the deflection yoke senses the inductive component of
horizontal drive voltage. A linearity correction amplifier
forces the sum of this voltage and the voltage acrossthe
velocity-correctioncapacitorto be constant during a horizontal scan. It does this by varying the voltage acrossthe
horizontal deflection winding. The correction voltage generated by the amplifier consists of a ramp component
caused by the resistive drop in the horizontal deflection
winding and a step from the sum of the forward voltage
drop acrossthe damper diode and the switching-transistor
saturationvoltage. The step occurs when the yoke cunent
changes direction (i.e., when scanning through
screencenter).
Convergence and Purity
Convergenceand purity are controlled by two CRT yokes
containing six sets of windings. Three of these sets are
known simply asconvergencecoils. One setof convergence
coils is locatedin close proximity to each electron gun primarily to control the direction of the beam originating from
that gun (the direction of beam movementscausedby these
convergencecoils is shown in Fig. 6). Color purity is controlled by two additional sets of windings that affect all
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Fig. 6. fhe three color beams are arranged in a triangular
pattern. The convergencecoil for each beam can move the
beam in the directions shown by the arrows. Because the
vertical positionof the blue beam is farther from the center of
the triangle than the vertical positionof the red and green
beams, the blue beam is horizontallydeflected slightly differently from the red and green beams. The blue lateral convergence coil corrects this error by moving the horizontd
positionof the blue beam relativeto the red and green beam
pos/ilons.
three guns. One of these sets (X-purity windings) affects
horizontal beam positioning while the other (Y-purity
windings) affects the vertical beam positioning. The remaining set of windings is the blue lateral-convergence
coil. This coil controls the horizontal position of the blue
color beam relative to the other two beams.
Many displays incorporate permanent magnets to perform some or all of the above functions. The permanent
magnet approach has the advantages of simplicity and

D-to-A
InputStage

lower cost.However, it doesnot provide the precisecontrol
(correctionsvarying as a function of scanposition) and ease
of adjustment required for the high-resolution color
graphics provided by the System 45C display.
Eachof the three convergencecoils is driven by a current
sourcewhose output consistsof three components:a dc or
static component, a vertical-rate dynamic component resembling a parabolic waveform, and a horizontal-rate
d y n a m i c c o m p o n e n t t h a t a l s o r e s e m b l e sa p a r a b o l i c
waveform. The static component affectsconvergenceover
the entire display screen and is adjusted to yield convergence at the center where both dynamic components
have, by design, zero values. With the static component
adjustedfor zero convergenceerror at the center,the beams
tend to divergeat other scanpositionsby an amount proportional to the square of the distance from the center. This
distancefrom center may be consideredas consisting of a
vertical component and a horizontal component. The
square of the distance from center equals the sum of the
squaresof its vertical and horizontal components.Therefore, the convergenceerrors in the vertical and horizontal
directions, and hence the corrections required, will be
second-degree
functions of the vertical and horizontal positions. This geometric analysis yields the requirement for
correction signal waveforms that are approximately
parabolic. However, there are many factors which may require deviations in thesewaveforms.Some of thesefactors
are CRT electron gun misalignments, convergence coil
anomalies,deflection yoke anomalies,and extemal magnetic fields. These factors vary greatly with different sets of
componentsand somewhatwith time and different operating environments. To obtain precise convergence,it is
necessalyto tailor the convergencecorrectionwaveformsto

Emitter-Follower
Output Stages

Fig. 7. Video amptifier. The
cathode and controlgrid for each
electron gun is driven differentialty
by the emitter-followerstages.
Ihese stages are driven as shown.
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each machine and operating environment.
The System 45C provides the capability to vary the
amplitude and curvatureof the vertical and horizontal convergenceparabolas.Furthermore,independent adjustment
of the two halves of each of these parabolas(e.g.,for the
vertical-rateparabola,the first half correspondsto scanning
the top half of the screen,while the secondhalf corresponds
to scanning the bottom half of the screen)can be done'
Control of static convergenceand of the amplitude and
curvature of each half of both the vertical-rate and
horizontal-rateparabolicwaveformsrequiresa total of nine
adjustments per beam. With these adjustments, convergenceerrorson the CRT vertical axis (horizontalcenter)
and horizontal axis (vertical center)are reduced to negligible levels. Convergenceerrors on the remainder of the
screen are also generally small. However, in some cases
significant errors may exist in the corners of the screen'
Theseerrorsare minimized by the introduction of product
terms that are obtained by analog multiplication of the
vertical-rateand horizontal-rateparabolic waveforms. An
additional four adjustmentsper beam (one per corner) are
availableto provide this additional convergenceaccutacy.
These four adjustments,in addition to the nine described
above,yield a total of thirteen adjustmentsper beam (x 3
beams : 39 adjustmentstotal). These adjustmentsare accessibleto operatorsso that, through the use of firmware
prompts, the operatorscan obtain precise convergencein
their particular operating environment.
The blue lateral-convergencecoil correctserrors caused
mainly by a horizontal deflection field that is slightly
nonuniform relative to the location of the threebeamsin the
neck of the CRT. Given the CRT orientation chosenfor the
System45C,the blue beamoriginatesat a position twice as
far from a vertically centeredhorizontal plane in the CRT as
do the red beam and the greenbeam (seeFig. 6). Therefore,
it is possible that the blue beam will not be horizontally
deflectedby preciselythe sameamount as the other beams.
The blue lateral convergencecoil generatesfields which
move the blue beam horizontally in one direction while
moving the other two beamshorizontally in the opposite
direction. The coil is driven by a current source whose
output consists of a dc component and a horizontal-rate
parabolic component. Each half of the parabolais adjustable in both amplitude and polarity becausethe magnitude
and direction of the required correction cannot be readily
predicted.Blue lateral convergenceis also slightly affected
by the vertical scan position. No dynamic correction is
provided for these minor errors.
Video Amplification
One video amplifier is required to modulate the beam
from each of the three electron guns. About 40 volts is
required to control the beam over the full usable range of
brightness.This voltage is applied differentially between
the control grid and the cathodeof eachgun (eachreceives
about 20 volts with respectto circuit ground).
The serial data rate to the video amplifiers is about 30
megabitsper second.Hence, each serial bit of information
correspondsto a scan time of about 33 nanoseconds.To
yield consistentlycrisp dots and lines the time required to
turn the beam on and off must be small relative to the 33 ns
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per bit. Ten-to-ninety-percentrise and fall times for the
System 45C video amplifiers are 6 ns. Even though these
transition times arequite short,turn-on peakingis provided
on video drive waveforms to compensatefor the light output normally lost during turn-on transitions.
As shown in Fig. 7, each of the three video amplifiers
consistsof a two-bit D-to-A converter(DAC),a differentialcascodevoltage amplifier, and two emitter-follower stages
correspondingto the two phasesof the differential output
voltage. One emitter-follower stage provides drive to the
cathode of a gun while the output of the other is levelshifted by -68 volts to provide drive for the corresponding
control grid. The DAC input encoding is shown below.
A1
0
0
1
1,

A0 Brightness
0
1
0
1,

Beam off
Normal brightness
-UnusedFull brightness

The normal brightnesslevel is used for both alphanumeric
information and graphic information. Full brightness is
used only for graphics cursors.
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DisplaySystemDesignedfor
ColorGraphics
System45C'sgraphicsarchitectureyieldshigh-speed
colorpicturegenerationwith area shading.
by Harold L. Baeverstad,Jr. and GlarkC. Bruderer
HUMAN MIND is an incredible visual processor'
The
simple act of recognizing a familiar face is one
I
example of the associative processing capability
I
available to all of us. Computer graphics is fast becoming
a medium of visual communication between man and
machine, allowing improved data interpretation, higher
productivity, and complex problem solution. The addition
of color greatly increasesthe amount of information that
can be provided by a single picture. The proper use of color
can aid in simplifying the interpretation of large amounts
of complex data. Examples are visual representationsof
semiconductor die yield (Fig. 1a) and thermal gradients
( F i g .1 b ) .
Time is a crucial variable in the generationof color computer graphics.All the advantagesof visual communication
may be lost if typical responsetimes in picture generation
are slow. To provide high-speed picture generation, the
System45C graphics architecture(Fig. 2), usesa dedicated
graphics controller, a 96K-byte graphics memory, highspeed bit-slice vector generator,linetyping/area shading
logic that can generate4913 areacolors,and 3O-MHzsweep
timing for display control.
rFHE

Graphics Gontroller
The graphics controller is a ROM-basedstate machine
that issues microcommands to various logic functions in
responseto macrocommandsand statusconditions (Fig. 3).

The state machine receives macrocommands from the
mainframe via the IOD bus interfaceand sendsmicrocommands to the graphics cursor logic, I/O address register,
graphics memory controller, color assignment hardware
(color map), and vector generator.
The graphics controller coordinatesall data transfersbetween the display and the mainframe including the softkey
logic and the light pen. The macrocommandsexecutedby
the graphics controller are
LXA Load the X address used in a graphics memory
I/O operation
LYA Load the Y address used in a graphics memory
I/O operation
SMG Store memory control data used in enabling
memory planes and specifying input data
SLT Store select code for linetype/areashading
SCM Selectthe color of the memory planes (color map)
LEP Load vector endpoint coordinates to the vector
generator
LYC Load the Y coordinate of the graphics cursor
LXC Load the X coordinate of the graphics cursor
MRC Perform a graphics memory I/O read cycle
MWC Perform a graphics memory UO write cycle
96K-Byte Graphics Memory
A random-accessmemory (RAM) in the Systema5C display is dedicatedas the graphicsdisplay buffer. This mem-

Fig.1. Changesincolorcanbeusedtodepictcomplexvariatlonslnsysternparameters.(a)
Die
yield versuslocation on semiconductor wafers.(b) Thermalcross-seclionof Jupiter's Red Spot.
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PPUMemoryBus

Fig.2. Block diagram of graphics system.
ory is configured as three 32K-byte planes, each mapping a
single bit into each picture element (pixel) in the 560-by45S-pixel graphics raster (Fig. 4). Hence there are three bits
per pixel. This memory refreshes the display of the graphics
raster at a 60-Hz rate. Since a raster scan is the method used
to refresh the display, memory cycles are performed during
each horizontal sweep to provide the video data required to
generate an image stored in the graphics memory. During
horizontal and vertical retraces, nemory cycles are used by
either the hardware vector generator or the mainframe PPU
(peripheral processing unit) to access the memory.
Because the composite alphanumeric and graphics raster
(72O x 455 pixels) is swept every 1i60 of a second, pixel
information must be updated every 33 ns. Forty-eight 16K
x 1 dynamic RAMs are used for the graphics memory and
are arranged into three blocks of 16 RAMs each, corresponding to the three memory planes [Fig. 5). Each plane is
accessed by a 16-bit word. A word from each plane is read
every 528 ns during the horizontal sweep and a parallel-toserial conversion creates the three-bitsipixel video data.
This video data is assigned color in a section of hardware
affectionately known to the designer as "musical
memories" (Fig. 6). The meaning behind the name lies in
the fact that any of the three memory planes may be arbitrarily assigned to represent any of the eight basic colors. In a
typical case one plane is assigned to red, one to green, and
the third to blue. This allows the generation of images
containing all eight colors. An additional feature of this
hardware is the ability to change the color assignment of the
memory planes without redrawing the picture.
The graphics memory may be addressed from three
sources (Fig. 7)-raster sweep timing chain, I/O address
register, and bit-slice vector generator. The timing chain
1980
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provides an addresscorrespondingto the X-Y position of
the elechon beam as it sweepsthe raster. This addressis
used during horizontal sweepsto accessthe proper memory locations for video data. A benefit of refreshing the
display by accessingsequential X-Y addressesis that the
dynamic RAMs are also refieshed,so no additional refresh
hardware is needed to retain data integrity within the
graphics memory.
During horizontal and vertical retracesthe graphics
memory may be addressedby either the vector generatoror
the I/O addressregister.The I/O addressregister is used to
transfer 16-bit data words between the graphics memory
and the mainframePPU.Commonusesof this capability are
raster dumps to the internal thermal printer, loading the
graphics memory from an array containing pixel data, or
storing pixel data from the graphics memory to an array.
Vector Generator
The ability to generatevectorsis a basicrequirementfor a
computer graphics system.In a raster-scandisplay, such as
the System 45C, vectors are generatedby calculating the
memory addressesof the pixels on the screen that most
closely approximate a straight line between two given
points. To maximize the vector generation rate, memory
addressesare calculated and vector data is stored into
memory by dedicated vector generator hardware. The
majority of this hardware is a bit-slice processorsystem.
To display a vector,two endpoints must be specifiedfirst.
The first endpoint is given by executing a MO'fE X1,Y1
command. Following the MOVEX1,Y1command with a
DRAWX2,Y2
commandwill causea vectorto be plotted from
X1,Y1to X2,Y2.Oncetheseendpointshavebeencommunicated to the vector generatorhardware, the following algorithm computesthe memory addressesof the pixels makStatus

l/O Bus

LXC
LYC
LEP

scM
SLT

sMc
LYA
LXA

Readyfor l/O
lGraphics
I Memory
I Control

Jump Address

Reset

Clock

Fig. 3, B/ock diagram of graphics controller

Step 7: Repeatsteps 4 through 6 until the loop counter
equals zero.

Memory Plane 1

Fig. 4. Graphicsmemoryconfiguration.ldenticalmemory
planesareusedforeachof thethreebasiccolorsselectedby
red,blue,and green).
the user(normally
ing up that particular vector.
Step 1: X2-X1:AX and Yz-Yr:AY are computedto determine which direction has the greatestdifference.
Step 2: The slopeof the vector is then calculatedso that it is
always less than 45'. Slope : smaller A/largerA.
3:
The loop counter is loaded with the value of the
Step
larger A.
Step4: The slope is then added to the contentsof a fraction
register (initialized to 0.5) and the sum is stored in
the fraction register.
Step 5: The addresscounter correspondingto the direction
of larger A (X or Y) is automatically incrementedby
one. The addresscounter correspondingto the direction of smaller A is incremented only when an
integer overflow ofthe fraction registeris detected.
Step 6: Decrementthe IooP counter

The hardware bit-slice system shown in Fig. B is a
processorsystemdedicatedto high-speed
special-purpose
vector generation.The 2903-seriesbit-slice processorsare
used becauseof the high computation speedsobtainable
and the versatility they give in system design.
The systemis nonpipelined and runs at a clock speedof
3.7 MHz. Six B-bit ROMs form a 48-bit microcontrol word
that enablesmany eventsto be controlled simultaneously.
This 48-bit microcontrol word contains instruction bits,
register addressesand control signals for the processors,
and jump addresses,control bits and instruction bits for the
29L0 sequencer.A 4-bit instruction to the sequencerdetermines the next state address. The next state address is
latched on eachrising edgeof the clock into the microstore
addresslatch. This new addressproducesat the ROM outputs a new word that controls the next program step.
Two counters external to the processorsystem generate
the memory addressesfor plotting vectors (see Fig. B).
These are designatedas X and Y counters and contain the
current X-Y coordinatesofthe pixel plotted on the screen.
These counters are parallel-loaded with the X,Y coordinates from a MOVEX1.Y1statement.Then when a DRAW
X2,Y2statementis executed,the counters increment or decrement under processorcontrol until their outputs equal
the endpoint X2,Y2.The processorsimply controls incrementing and decrementingof the countersinsteadof transferring two 12-bit addressesfor each point plotted. This
method increasesplotting speedby roughly 60%.
Each time the counters are updated, a handshakesignal
(AVC)is generatedto signal the graphics memory that the
current address is stable. The pixel is stored in memory
accordingto the addressgiven and the graphicsmemory
generatesa return signal 1svc1.This signals the vector
generatorthat the pixel has beenstored in memory and the
next addressmay be computed.
RASX ROW CP2

sMcLTE
MSl

os
i6d
ffi
XADR

Buffered Addresses

29.7984MHz

Fig,5. Graphicsmemory systemblock diagram.
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System 45C Power Supply
Considerations
by J. Steven Becker
Amongthe noticeableexternalfeaturesof the System45C are
the two powercords comingout of the back.Thisis becausethere
are two separatepower supplies.The mainframeis powered by
the samesupplyused in the System458. Thecolordisplayhas an
internalsupply that provides more power than the marnframe
supply. This makes it possibleto upgrade 9845 Computersto
have a color display without the worry of additionalpower requirementsfrom the mainframe.
The displaysupplycontainsthree separateswitchingsupplies
and a linearsupply. The three switchingsuppliesprovidepower
for the display logic, sweep and convergencecircuitry,and the
high-voltageflyback transformer.The linearsupply providesthe
powerusedbythe switchingsupplycircuitsandthetubefilament.
In all, nine voltagesare generatedwith a combinedoutputpower
of 400 watts.
imposedby thedisplayisthat
Oneof the peculiarrequirements
varioussectionso{ circuitrymust be powered up in the proper
order or they will not work. For example,the logic clock must be
operationalbefore the sweep circuits,which are synchronized
with it, can operate.The sweepcircuits,in turn,must be functioning beforehigh voltageis applied to the CRTor the beam would
simplyburna dot intothe centerof the screen.To preventthis,the
switchingsuppliesare turnedon sequentially.
To sequencethe supplies,one voltageoutputJromeach of the
firsttwo suppliesis fed into a monitoringcircuitprimarilyconsis!
ing of voltagecomparators.
Eachsupplyhasan inhibitlinewhich
is used to turn the supply on and off. The outputsof the voltage
comparatorsare connectedto these lines.
At machineturn-on,the firstsupplyturnson softly,takingabout
100ms to come up to full power,Whenthe +5V linereaches4.5V,
the inhibitsignalis removedfromthe secondsupplyand it begins
a soft start, When this supply is up to about 85% of its output
voltage the third supply softly starts. The combinationof sequencedsupply startsand ratherlong (100 ms) startingtimes insuresthat the suppliedcircuitsbecomeoperationalin the proper
sequence.
Anotherimportantconsiderationin the powersupply is protection, both lor the supply itselfand for the circuitsconnectedto it.
When a supply is designedto operateover a wide range of line
voltages,suflicientpower can be developedto destroycircuitry
under an overloadcondition.lf a supply voltagegoes too high,
damagecan resultto the componentsit supplies.lf a load shorts,
the resultinghigh currentscan damage the supply. Therefore,
some mannerof protectionis essential.
Thedisplaypowersupply is protectedrnthreeways (notcounting that old reliablelast resort,the fuse).The startingsequence
circuitsdescribed above provide one form of protection.lf, for
example,there were a short on the +5V line,dropping it below
4.5V,the othertwo supplieswould shut down immediately.This is
all very well for those othertwo supplies,but what about the one
actuallyconnectedto the short?This is wherethe second protection method comes in. Each of the three switching supplies
monitorsthe currentin the primaryof its switchingtransformer.lf a
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shortoccurs on an outputof a supply,it is reflectedback intothe
primaryof itstransformer
and the primarycurrentsensorinhibits
the supply.
The third protectionmethod is the overvoltage,overcurrent
(OV-OC)monitoring
circuit.Thiscircuitmonitorscertainselected
output voltagesand one output current (that of the -80V line;
becauseof the natureo{ the load the high currentpulsesmay be
of such briefdurationthatthe primarysensorwouldmissthem).lt
also monitorsthe temperatureof the large heat sink that dissipates close to 200 watts.lf any one of the monitoredparameters
exceedsits presetlimits,all three suppliesare shul down immediatelyand kept shutdown. Theoutputsof the OV-OCsensors
are latched. The latches keep the supply shut down until the
System45C is turned oJfand on to reset them.
Besidesshuttingthe supplydown,the OV-OCmonitoringcircuit enhancesthe serviceability
of the entiredisplay,Eachof the
latchesactivatesan LED that is visibleoutsidethe power supply
when the top cover of the display is removed. When a fault
condrtion
shutsdownthepowersupply,the LEDcorresponding
to
thatfaultlights.ThisLEDremainsliteven if the powerswitchon the
System45C is turnedoff. Withthis knowledgeof what causedthe
power supply to shut down, service personnelhave a valuable
preceof information.
Withoutthis information,a personknowsthat
at least one of eight faults has occurred, but which one? The
speed of the protectioncircuitsensorsis such that it is difficultto
seethefaultconditions,
evenwithan oscilloscope.
Therefore,
the
LED indicators,which are also connectedto the inhibitlinesof
each of the three supplies,give servicepersonnela pictureof
whatis happeninginsidethe supply.Thisallowsthemto tracethe
faultmuchmorerapidlythanwouldotherwisebe possibleand still
lets the sensorsshut down the power supply quickly enough to
preventmajorsecondarydamage to other circuitsnot relatedto
the originalfault.
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The vector generatorclock is synchronizedperfectly with
each memory cycle by use of the timing signal lvsvNc;.
This enables faster handshaking and thus faster transfer of
data. With this scheme,the vector generatoris capable of
storing data during every consecutivememory cycle. Since
vector points are plotted only during retracetime, approximately 35 pixels can be plotted during each horizontal
retrace.This translatesto an approximate speed of 10,000
one-inch vectors per second-a plotting speed 50 times
faster than previous 9845 displays.
The vector generatorhas the ability to addressindividual
bits within a word; therefore,its X-Y addresshas four additional bits of addressingin the X direction. These bits are
usedto control the write-enableinput to any of the 16 RAMs
within a memory plane. Becausethe memory planes are
arranged into 16K x 16 blocks, an X-Y position does not

Address
(13ro 0)
Flg.7. Graphicsmemory addresslng

Flg.6. Loglc diagramfor the musical memories.

directly map into an absolutememory address.Instead,the
memory address : 35 x Y + X. This function is implementedby a combinational logic circuit that can generatea valid memory addresswithin 90 ns, worst case,given a
change in X and Y.
When a line is drawn in the graphicsmemory, more than
just the pixel coordinates of the line approximation are
required. Color adds another variable to line drawing and
must be completely specified before the line is generated.
Linetype/Area Fill
Eight basic colors are availablefor lines: red, blue, green,
magenta,yellow, cyan, white, and black.For coloring areas,
over 4,000 different colors may be obtained by combining
different patterns in each of the eight display colors. The
area-fill pattern for each color memory is specified by an
internal intensity number that covers a range of seventeen
patterns. Upon examining Fig. 9, each of the seventeen
patterns may be observed by first choosing an intensity
number between 0 and 16. Then place a dot over each
number in the cell that is less than the intensity number
chosen. The example in Fig. 9 shows the pattern for an
intensity number of B.
This scheme of area-fill pattern generation is implemented in hardware by using a PROM that has the cell
number pattern programmed into it. A lookup table is
createdby using the two least-significant bits of the X and Y
vectdf addressesto accessthe ROM. This table indicates if
the current pixel being plotted in each color memory plane
is less than the internal intensity number derived from the
current AREACOLORor AREAINTENSITYstatement. If it is.
then a pixel is stored in graphics memory. Otherwise, no
pixel is plotted. Thus, areafill is possiblein many different
patterns without slowing the vector plotting speed.
Linetype patterns are stored within the same PROM describedabove,and can be accessedwhen areasarenot being
filled. There are ten basic linetypes which can be enlarged
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Display Characteristics
and Timing
TheSystem45C colordisplayemploysraster-scantechnology
that producesa matrixon the screento displaydesireddata.The
totalmatrixscanned is 720 pixelshorizontaland 455 pixelsvertical. Withinthis total displayarea are two smaller,overlapping
displayareas.The graphicsareais 560 pixelswide by 455 pixels
highand the alphanumerics
displayencompasses
a720 by 420
pixelarea(seeFig,1).The latterdisplayareagives26 linesof 80
characterseach, with two lines at the bottom of the screen for
softkeylabels.Each characteroccupiesa 9x 15 pixelcell.

Vcc = Ground

System Clock
(29.7984 MHz)

Vee = -5'2V

Fig,2. Microstrip transmissionlinesare used to transmitclock
signalsover dlslancesgrcatet than five to eight centimetres.
This minimizes reflections and maintains signal integrity.

Alphanumeric
Display

Graphics
Display

Fig, 1. The pixel dimensions of the graphics and atphanumeric display areas are shown above. These displays
can be viewedindividuallyor superimposedon one another.
Unlikethe System458 display,only one rasteris scanned.
Portionsof the overallscan are simplyblankedout to give the
alphanumerrc
and graphicsdisplayareas.Thisenablesthe user
to vieweitherthegraphicsor alphanumeric
displayindividually,
or
at the sametime,one displaysuperimposedon the other.
Timingforthe displayis obtainedby decodingsignalsfromtwo
setsof counters,an X counterand a Y counter.Thedisplayscans
720 pixelsin the horizontal
10 ps for
directionwithapproximately
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horizontalretrace. In the vertical direction, retrace is approximately750 ps and 455 linesare scanned.The framerefreshrate
is 60 Hz, the horizontal
scan frequencyis 29,1 kHz and the pixel
frequencyis 29.8 MHz.
TheX countersmust,therefore,
countat a highrateof almost30
MHz. To operatereliablyat this frequency,a monolithiccrystal
oscillator
logicareusedin theX counter
chip and emitter-coupled
designand associatedcircuitry.Greatcare is takento bufferthe
30-MHzclock adequatelyso that riseand fall times and signal
integrity
are maintained.
In instances
wheretheclocksignalmust
be transmittedover distancesof more than five to eight centimetres,terminatedmicrostriptransmissionlines are used to
avoid reflections
and maintainclean clock signals(see Fig.2).
The10-bithorizontal
counterscount1024countseveryhorrzontal scan.At the end of each horizontal
scan,the verticalcounters
incrementby one and counta totalof 485 countsper framebefore
resetting,Becausethe vertrcalclock rate is much slower(29.1
kHz),the verticalcountersuse low-powerSchottkylogic.
Signalsare decodedfromthe X and Y countersto synchronize
both the horizontal
and verticaldeflectionand the convergence
waveforms.Alphanumericand graphic timing is likewisedecodedfromthesecountersand care is takenin transmittina
these
signalsto insuresignalintegrity.
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Fig. 8. A bit-slice processor system in the 9845C replaces the vectorgeneration firmware
algorithmused in the 9B45A|B.Thisapproach makesthe vectorgenerationrate up to 50 times
faster than for earlier 9845 Computers.

up to 16 times.Thelinetypesareclockedout of the PROM
by a divide-by-NcounterwhereN is thecurrentscalefactor.
Dominant/Nondom
inant Color
There are two things to consider in selecting a color: the
hue of the color (i.e.,red, yellow, green,...),and whether the
intersection with existing colors by the color to be drawn is
to be dominant or nondominant.
In dominant line drawing, the intersection of a green line
drawn over a red line is green. In the nondominant case the
intersection is yellow. The ability to draw lines using both
modes is necessary to handle different applications. The
memory controller can be commanded to control color and
dominance and is implemented in hardware by controlling
the write-enables to each of the three memory planes as well
as the data written into each.
Another case of dominance arises from the use of
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linetypes and area fill. In linetyping a decision must be
made as to what happens within a space in a dashed line. Is
the space black, or does the line leave the background
unchanged? Again, both capabilities are needed and each
can be specified by programming the memory controller.
Dominant area fill occurs when all three memory planes
are treated as a single plotter. The color specified to fill an
area does not combine additively with a previously existing
color in the fill area. Instead, dominant area fill yields the
last color specified and erases any previous color in that
a-rea.An example of the use of this capability is the simple
generation of three-dimensional objects with hidden surface removal. In Fig. 10 the three-dimensional bar chart is
drawn from the back to the front with dominant area colors.
This accomplishes the task of removing any surfaces which
are behind the most forward parts of the image.
Nondominant area fill is exhibited in Fig. 11, where the
color green combines additively with the previous colors so
that all information is retained in the image. This is done by
treating each memory plane as a separate plotter, which
allows the green color memory to be filled without disturbing the contents of the red or blue color memories.
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Fig.9. Area fill colors are obtained by varying the pattern in 4
x 4 arraysof pixels.Ihese patternsare generatedrn response
to the parametersspecified by the AREACOLORor AREAlNIENS/Iyslatements.
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Fig. 10. Domrnantarea ftll simplifieshidden suface removal
for the generationof 3-D tmages.Thebar chart startedin (a)
usesdominantarea frllto achtevethe ftnalresultshownbv (b).
As the chartis constructedfrom the back, the columnstn front
replace fhose areas immedtatelybehind the colLtmns

Fig, 11. ln (a)dominantareaftllgivestheresultshownwhena
drppn rp.l2nnlp i< nloltpdover the red and blue ctrcles.However,if the area ftllts nondomtnant,the greenarea is modified
by the previousbackgroundco/orsas depicted in (b).
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